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PREFACE
The writer counts the opportunity of study at the
Asbury Theological Seminary, lllmore, Kentucky, United States
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Christian fellowship and communion of the saints in the
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He is deeply grateful to Dr. Howard F. Shipps for hla
valuable guidance and direction in writing this Thesis, and
for his untiring labour in thoroughly reading the original
draft and the material added thereto.
The writer is Indebted also to the following for fur
nishing him with the books, magazines, and other printed
material, relating to the work of the Methodist Church in
Gujarat j Dr. W. Ferrell Pledger, Miss D. L. Kelson, P. E.
Precise, the late Miss E. M. Ross and Mrs. A. C. (L.M.)
Parker, the missionaries in Gujarat Conference.
The author records his heart-felt gratitude to the
President of the Seminary, Dr. J. 0. McPheeters and the
Management for providing him a full scholarship and other
facilities.
The writer carries with him a deep appreciation for
the contribution that the Asbury Theological Seminary has
il
made to the enrichment of his Christian life and future
ministry In his native-land Gujarat, India.
Asbury Theological Seminary




"Our generation," says Basil Mathews, a visiting
professor from England at Boston University School of Theo
logy* "is the first in the nineteen hundred years of Chris
tian history to see the Church In living reality, rooted In
every habitable part of the globe. The universal Church
exists at last. The Indian Church is the center of it.**
The attempt to write the History of the Methodist
Church In Gujarat Conference, India, was started by the
author In 1945. There are a few books written on the gen
eral history of the Methodist Church, but almost all of them
deal exclusively with the early period of the Church* The
Methodist Church was established in India almost one hundred
years ago� in 1856 in North India, but it came In Gujarat
in the latter part of the last deoade of the Nineteenth
Century, and with more vigour during the Famine Years of
1899-1900. Thus the Methodist Church in Gujarat Is a little
over fifty years old.
Consequently, all the information about the early be
ginnings and the progress of the Methodist Church in Gujarat
had to be gathered from the Journals of the Conference Ses
sions, District reports, church magazines and papers, verbal
Information of those who had a share in opening some stations,
1 Basil Mathews, The Church Takes Root In India.
(Friendship Press, New York", '1938)", p. 4.
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and institutions, also the cultivation literature put out
by the Mission Board or the missionaries* It may be men
tioned that a great part of the information included in this
History has been supplied by the author's father, the Late
Rev. Virjibhai Khojabhai Master, who passed away on April
15, 1953. 11th his amazing retentive memory and personal
experience in the work in the early years of the Church, he
was a great source not only of Inspiration but of informa
tion, first-hand and reliable.
It Is very unfortunate that no personal journals or
the diaries of the early missionaries are available for
information and guide. Also there is very little in the
way of biographical sketches of those pioneering missionaries.
The author has been disappointed at not getting the full and
complete cooperation from the retired missionaries and the
relatives of the early missionaries in giving the information
one would like to have on certain aspects of our work in the
Gujarat Conference. He sent out scores of letters but sadly
enough hardly one or two have supplied any worthwhile mater
ial or information. It seems to the writer that a number
of personalities who have given their lives for Christ in
our area will remain to our sorrow, unknown or merely names
to us.
The Methodist Church in Gujarat, India, has its own
problems, The Church there is nearly fifty years old, but
Vsome of Its problems ere as old as the Christian religion.
The writer believes that many of the existing problems in
the Gujarat Conference are common with other churches in
other lands and in other generations, but also it has pro
blems peculiar to its own place in a non-Christian land.
J . B. Phillips, in the Preface to his Letters to Young
Churches, sayst
We need to remember that these letters were written,
and the lives they indicate were led, against a
background of paganism, There were no churches,
no Sundays, no books about the Faith. Slavery,
sexual immorality, cruelty, callousness to human
suffering, and a low standard of public opinion,
were universal; most people were illiterate.
d&ny Christians today talk about the "difficul
ties of our times" as though we should have to
wait for better ones before the Christian reli
gion can take root. It is heartening to remem
ber that this Faith took root and flourished
amaeingly in conditions that would have killed
anything less vital in a matter of weeks.2
Some of the problems existing in the Methodist Church
in Gujarat are similar to the ones Paul discusses in the
First Epistle to the Corinthians. J. B. Phillips Is right
when he observes:
It is surely a remarkable accident, if it is not the
providence of God, that these human, unselfconsclous
Letters of the very early days of Christianity should
have been preserved. What Is even more remarkable
le their astonishing relevance today. It seems that
the men who wrote these letters concentrated upon the
essential spiritual core of human life. They pro
vide that spiritual vitamin, without which human life
Is at best sickly, and at worst dead. While scarcely
touching on any "modern problem," they yet manage to
2 J . B, Phillips, Letters t� Young Churches. (The
Macmillan Co. New York, 1948J, pp. xl-xii.
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give pointers of principle which show the way, and
the spirit, in which the problems of even a highly
complex age such as ours may be taokled successfully,3
J, �� Soott, in his Jubilee Volume of India Methodism,
makes almost the same observation:
When we compare the young church with the highest
standard of New Testament piety, we must acknowl
edge that Imperfection still clings to us, but we
are not discouraged, for, the very Churches the
Apostle to the Gentiles wrote his Epistles to,
were not very different from our own,4
The purpose of this attempt is to present a challenge
to the present generation of the Methodist Christians in
Gujarat and lead them to a wider vision of their responsi
bility to carry on the banner for Christ onward until every
inch of the land has been brought to the feet of Christ- our
Lord and Master, to Inspire them to dedicate their lives in
order that the Church in Gujarat may become a worthy "Bride"
for the Bridegroom, "without spot or wrinkle, "
After examining the present condition of the Metho
dist Church in Gujarat, we feel that India, in order to
be a Christian dynamic force in the country and to fulfill
its mission in the world, needs a re-orientation of its pre
sent Western practices, and to incorporate the ideas, ideals,
and aspirations implied in the commission of Jesus to the
Church as a wholes
3 IM&�� �>P* xl-xil.
4 J� E, Scott, History of Fifty Years, (M, B. Press,
Madras, 1906), p. 362,
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Go therefore and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name. of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them
to observe all that I have commanded you; and




Wilmore, Kentucky, U* S. a.
May 1, 1954
5 Matthew 29* 19-20.
CHAPTER I
A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE HISTORY OF INDIA SINCE
THE BRITISH RULE
The date of the British people in India goes hack to
1591, when three ships, under the command of George Raymond
and James Lancaster, made their first voyage to India from
England. According to the account of the British Historian,
R. W. Frazer, "all the ships except one met great sea-storm
disaster and were destroyed in the Indian Ocean. One ship
reached India, pillaged the Portuguese vessels and captured
them."6 But as she was sailing hack, she met the same fate
as others, with a few of the crew saved by a French ship.
But true to their nature, the Britishers made another at
tempt in 1596 with three ships under Captain Benjamin Wood.
The Dutch were growing in power at this time in the East,
and were monopolizing the trade with the East, especially
India. They increased prices of valuable spices and some
other Eastern commodities, which gave great concern to
Britain as a market for those spices.
1. R|�g of East India Company
Under this economic stringency a group of London city
merchants, large and small. Including even the barbers, met
6 R. W. Frazer, British Rule in India. (G. P. Putnam1 a
Sons; New York and London, 190l7T~PP . 25-26.
2In London City, on September 82, 1599, and agreed "with
their own hands to venture in the pretended voyage to the
East Indies, that which it may please the Lord to prosper."7
The ships were purchased and the expedition was ready for the
voyage. On December 31, 1600, the group of merchants receiv
ed the "Charter of Incorporation of the East India Company
by the name of the Governor and company of merchants of Lon
don trading into the East Indies,*� with the power to export
30,000 sterling pounds in bullion out of the country, the
same to be returned at the end of the voyage, the Charter
being granted for a term of fifteen years. The first voyage
in 1601 under their new Charter was a success. Successive
expeditions were sent out in 1604 and 1606, and they made
234* per cent profit.*
Gradually the trade was opened at Surat and Cambay in
Gujarat on the west coast, where cloths and calicoes were
purchased for exchange commodities In Sumatra such as spices
and pepper. The Portuguese, already trading with India, at
tacked in 1612 and 1615 the British ships near Surat, Gujarat,
but were severely beaten back and driven away. The next
rival were the Dutch. They had also established a very strong
foothold in India. In 1632 at Masulipatam and In 1640 at
Madras the British built their factories. Both of them soon
7 Ibid., p. 26,
8 Ibid,, p. 28,
9 Ibid,, p. 32.
3became chief places of trade. Another factory was establish
ed In Hubli, near Calcutta, on the east coast, the land and
permission being given by a Moghul king whose daughter was
cured by a British physician. Bombay also came into the
hands of the East India Company by a lease from King Charles
II in 1669. By 1689 the Dutch were defeated and their danger
removed* By 1713 the French were defeated and that left
England as "the supreme maritime power to pursue her career
and gain, without chance of failure, the monopoly of the com
merce of the last ... India itself the Company had but little
to fear."10
In 1702 the Company was given another namet "The
Honourable East India Company" and under its rule the British
Empire was established in India and maintained down to the
Indian Sepoy Mutiny in 1857, when the control of India was
transferred to the Crown in London.
The conditions, when the British established their
power over India, were very favourable to their intentions
and techniques. As Fraser reviews the situation*
The Moghui Empire was falling to pieces, the people,
separated from each other by differences of race,
religion, language, customs, and local tradition,
lacked the essential elements wherewith to combine
in a national sentiment of opposition to the inva
sion of a foreign power whose resources and
strength were secured on the seas.*'*'
10 Ibid., p. 46.
11 Ibid., pp. 46-47.
42. India Under the British Crown
When the British began to take part in the political
situation of the country, they had to deal with the Moghul
Empire which had been ruling in India almost since the elev
enth century* The Mohainmadans began to invade India in the
north about the seventh century, but did not subdue any ter
ritory until in 1030 when Muhammad Gaazni took the District
of Punjab* In 1526 Baber, the Lion, defeated the Mohammedan
rulers and founded the Moghul Empire. Under the Moghul
rulers the whole of India, including the far distant Gujarat
province, was united as one Empire, especially during the
rule of the well-known Emperor Akbar (1556-1605). Sir Thomas
Hoe, the British Ambassador from King James I, paid a visit
to his successor, Jehangir. He introduced wine in the court
and the king was the first to become a victim of the evil
drink which made him a weakling. Eoe tried to secure trade
privileges with the Company from Jehangir, but he did not
succeed*
In the seventeenth century, taking advantage of the
weak kings on the throne at Delhi, Marathas in the Deccan
(South of Bombay) under the leadership of the military hero,
Shivaji, rose in power in the South and became independent
of Delhi. He went up to Surat In Gujarat, pillaging the
country. But the British defended their factory there.
Robert Olive, at first an ordinary clerk in the fac
tory of the East India Company, but later an officer in the
5army, was, truly speaking, the founder of the British Kule
In India* He used military power, tact and treachery in sub-
jatlng the nominal kings of the Mqghul Empire in Delhi and
the rising power of the Mara,thas in South India* Every suc
cessor to Olive was a strong statesman and a tactful, brave
military officer* Under Warren Hastings, Gomwallis, and
the Marquis of lellesley, the British Empire was strengthened
and expanded throughout India. Bishop James Thoburn sayst
There came to the English large extension of terri
tory and increase of revenues, in consequence of
their wars and dealings with native powers. They
soon learned the advantage whenever an issue arose
of favouring a rival to a position which was under
the patronage of their foes ... The Empire came in
as arbitrator among these contending forces at a
critical period, and in turn for their services
received immense extension of territory and enlarge
ments of revenue*12
In 1857 the well known Indian gegojr Mutiny broke out
in North India and quickly spread over the whole of India.
The British armies, with their heavy artillery and naval bases
at Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta, brought the situation under
control after a heavy loss of lives on both sides, with ruth
less military force. But this was the turning point In the
history of the East India Company. On November 1, 1858, the
Indian Empire was transferred to the British Crown in London,
during the reign of Queen Victoria.
The remaining story of British power in India till the
A* jT. M. Thoburn, The Christian Conquest of India,
Young People's Missionary' "Movement . (New York, 1906) . pp . 41-
45.
6second decade in the present century is a story of steady
gain in power, extention of territory, Influence, and wealth.
3. India's Struggle for Freedom
Mr* Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, a successful and very
popular lawyer in Africa, took the leadership in fighting for
the equality of rights in Africa for the Indians, and then
came to India and awakened the Indians to their rights of
freedom. His struggle Is known in the Indian history as
Satyagraha or Passive Resistance for Swaraj or home-rule.
The famous Nehru father and son, and Fatel brothers gave up
their lucrative law practices and valuable property for the
sake of the country and joined hands with Mr. Gandhi. In
dians, being without arms, ammunitions, army or money to
finance the campaign, could not enter into aotual battle and
take up arms, but they showed their discontent by a non-
cooperation movement, breaking laws, protesting against
taxes, and boycotting the British goods. The period of five
decades and especially the recent two decades will go down
in Indian history as a vigorous struggle for freedom on the
part of the Indians, and powerful force and efforts on the
part of the rulers to extinguish the glowing spirit of
nationalism. But they could not do that. In the words of
Mr. Jwaharlal Nehru, in his book on The Piscovery of India;
"Overwhelmed again and again, her spirit was never conquered,
and today when she appears to be the plaything of a proud
7conqueror, she remains unsubdued and unconquered."13
A few negotiating and survey commissions were sent by
the Parliament to settle the disputes in a satisfactory way,
but to no avail. The Dandi Campaign {Battle for salt),
Quit India campaign, Swadeshi movement and ainA-a-bad slogans
nurtured the spirit of the people even though there were no
signs of the British leaving India. This Satyagrahft movement
gained momentum every year with new leaders joining the group,
arid sacrificing their lives for the freedom of the oountry,
Gandhi, Hehru, and the Patels with many others were pat in
jails for some years. But that only added fuel to the India-
wide fire of nationalism, The foundations of the British
Empire in India were by now shaking.
The final blow came during the second World Bar. In
dia did not voluntarily participate nor cooperate in that war.
It was very difficult for toe British to keep their watch
and control over India with their forces fighting In the war
aones. Finally, under the moral and economic pressure
brought to bear upon the British by America and other free
nations of the world, during the administration of the La
bour Party under Mr. Atlee, the Prime Minister of England,
and at the time when Lord Mountbatten was the Viceroy and
Governor General of India, complete freedom was granted to
India to be in effect from August 15, 1947, Thus the words
iS J, Hehru, The Discovery of India, (The Signet
Press, Calcutta, 1946 . ) p. 686.
aof Mr* Nehru, India* s prosont Prim� Minister, written in jail
in 1945, came true*
We may, for the present, have to suffer the enforced
subjection to an alien yoke and to carry the griev
ous burdens that this involves, but the day of our
liberation oannot be distant . fee are citizens of
no mean country and we are proud of the land of pur
birth, of oar people, our culture and tradition. *4
4. Republic of India
India declared herself the Republic of India on Jan
uary 26, 1950, when she adopted her new Constitution, giving
freedom of religion, speech, and opportunity to all her peo
ple. The progress India has made during the past five years,
since her independence, in her political, social, economic ed
ucational and agricultural life surpasses the widest expect
ations of the leading nations of the world. It is an almost
unbelievable story of adventure, achievement and progress
of the people who were in servitude for about ten centuries
under one foreign nation or another. Here again the dream
of Jwaharlal Hehru, while in jail, in 1945, comes truej
India will find herself again when freedom opens
out new horizons and the future will then fasci
nate her far more than the immediate past of
frustration and humiliation. She will go forward
with confidence, rooted in herself and yet eager
to learn from others and cooperate with them.*5
Ibid., p. 690.
18 Ibid., p. 686.
CHAPTER II
THE EARLY BEGINNINGS
Gujarat, a language area, situated north of Bombay on
the west coast of India, is 300 miles long and 350 miles
wide. The section known as Maha-Gu jarat (Greater Gujarat)
includes Cutch and Kathiawar (or as now known Sauraantra) .
This Maha-Gu jarat covers an area of 64, 053 square miles and
has a population of nearly 15,000,000. The density of the
population varies from region to region, being most sparse
in Cutch, a desert area, and in Kathiawar, a dry land* The
proper Gujarat is richer than other parts and justifies the
name of the garden of India, given to it since ancient times.
According to the memorandum of Indian States issued in 1940
by the Government of India, out of 601 native States in
India as many as 283 were situated in Kathiawar and only 81
in Gujarat States Agency* The largest State in Gujarat was
the Baroda State, 8,179 square miles area, almost one-fifth
of the whole of Gujarat, with a total population of 2,855,000
in 1941*
In 1941 the literacy all over India was 12.3 per cent,
while in Gujarat it was 19.5 per cent, and in the Baroda
State where compulsory education has been in force for some
years, it was 22.9 per cent.
At the most 65 per oent of the total area of Gujarat
is under cultivation* In Gujarat proper as much as 84 per
10
cent of the total area is cultivated, the least being in
Danga (Surat District), which is mainly the forest land. The
food consumption required is about 2,000,000 tons in Maha-
Gujarat, whereas it raises one and a quarter million tons.
There is every facility for irrigation in Gujarat, and when
that is done, it will be self-supporting in the matter of
food.
Gujarat has always been a leading province in the pol
itical movements of India for freedom. Mahatma Gandhi and
the Patel brothers, who made a remarkable contribution to
wards winning freedom from Britain, and after freedom, in
consolidating the country with all its hundreds of native
states, belonged to Gujarat, Places like Dandi, Bardoli,
Baroda and Ahmedabad� towns in Gujarat�have become famous
in the history �X the fight for freedom and for their
heroic demonstrations.
The work of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the
Gujarat Conference was, in the pioneer days, opened in the
towns north of Ahmedabad and in Kathiawar (now known as
Sauraantra) , bat it was soon closed down. At present the
Methodist Church work is confined to Gujarat proper.
1. Christian Work In Gujarat Before Methodism
The London Missionary Society had opened the Christian
work in Surat (South Gujarat) in 1815, William Phyvi and
Skinner were their first missionaries there . From Surat they
11
branched out to Baroda in 1340, where they found Mr. Anton,
an Anglo-Indian Christian, a head clerk to the Resident of
Baroda, He was voluntarily preaching salvation through
Jesus Christ in the surrounding villages on Sundays. Through
the preaching of Mr, Anton, Oirdharbhal was converted. In
1844 William Clark son pitched his tent in the Baroda Canton
ment, At that time there were about thirty men, twelve women,
ten boys, and seven girls, in all sixty- seven persons, as
members of the Baroda Church. They lived in nearby villages
and came to Baroda to attend the worship services. Again,
as a result of the personal work of Rev, James Glasgow,
Desaibhai Khojdas became a Christian,
In 1849 the London Missionary Society handed over their
property and their people to the Irish Presbyterian Mission.
In 1872 a Missionary evangelist of the Methodist Church,
William Taylor, and Rev. Joseph Van Seve ran Taylor of the
Irish Presbyterian Mission met and agreed upon a policy where
by the Methodist Mission took over the work in Baroda. Among
the workers given over to the Methodist Mission was Marott-
aradas, who stayed on and gave two of his sons to the minis
try of the Methodist Church: Eliyabhai and Henrybhal. Both
the brothers are now in the retired relationship of the Guja
rat Annual Conference*
2. The Early Beginnings of Methodism in Gujarat
It is a strange fact that the city of Bombay was the
12
birthplace and cradle of the Methodist Church in Gujarat I
The year 1856 marks the landing in India of Dr. William
Butler, the founder of the Methodist Episcopal Church; and
November 1870 marks the landing in Bombay of the Rev. William
Taylor and the beginning of the Methodist Episcopal Mission
in Gujarat, "On his arrival in Bombay he asked a Parsee
hotel-keeper, 'Are there any Methodists in Bombay?' to which
the astonished Parsee replied, 'Methodist J What is that? I
never heard that word before,' William Taylor made this
entry to his Journal: "There is no Methodist organisation
within lees than 800 miles of Bombay.''16 The area of eight
hundred miles Included Gujarat and Kathiawar* After a short
stay in Lucknow, he returned to Bombay on November 10, 1871,
He started services in several parts of the city of Bombay,
At the beginning of the second year of his ministry there,
February 8, 1872, some eighty-three converts requested Wil
liam Taylor to reorganise the Methodist Episcopal Church In
Bombay, in reply he said: "I must In some way provide for
them. To establish a Church here is to found a Mission in
a great heathen city. To organize a witnessing, aggressive
Church of Christ in India in organic union with existing
Churches here, we have found to be entirely impracticable.
To try to run on purely independent lines outside of existing
organizations is to fail; or to found a new sect � we have
16
Bishop B. T. Badley, Visions and Victories in
Hindustan. (1951) Vol. 1, p. 223".
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too many of them already. The Methodist Episcopal Church
of America has as good a right to organize in Bombay, or
anywhere else, as any other Branch of the Church of Christ,"17
On February 14. 1872, having read the rules of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in all the Bands (small congregations) he
acceeded to their request and organized the Methodist Epis
copal Church in Bombay, and he wrotej "It was from the start
directly stated and unanimously concurred in by all our mem
bers that ours should be purely a Missionary Churoh, for the
conversion of the native nations of India as fast and as far
as the Lord should lead us � whether Jew or Greek, Parse�
or Afghan, Hindu or American, Scythian or English � all our
saved ones are indeed one body in Christ, and ministers are
their servants for Christ's sate."1�
The Methodist Episcopal ffhareh in Baroda. Baroda was,
truly speaking, the first Methodist Episcopal Church Mission
station in Gujarat. As already mentioned before the Methodist
Episcopal Church was established in Baroda there was in exist
ence a small, organized congregation.
Several Officers, converts In the Army of His Highness
the Gaekwar Maharaja of Baroda, probably through toe ministry
of William Taylor in Bombay and several other converts were
holding services in their bungalows . Some names like Lynn,
17 Ibid. , p. 225.
18 Ibid., p. 226,
14
Wilcox, Cermet have come down to us as faithful followers of
Jesus Christ. They worked with their servants and fellow
Anglo-Indian offloors. In 1872 they invited William Taylor
to visit them in Baroda. He want there and organized that
small group of Europeans, Anglo-Indian a , and Indians into a
small Church. The Rev. G. K. Gilder and the Rev. Pawcett E,
H. Shaw did very acceptable and remarkable work among and
through that group In Baroda. The Christians had suffered
much persecution in the State. Some of them were stoned and
others driven out of the State. The opposition was very
strong and the Christian Missionary staff was insufficient.
In spite of persecution and suffering this congregation in
their new Faith grew stronger and larger. "This small group
decided that they wanted a Church or a place of worship.
They collected money through the years and a small Church was
erected in 1880 on the site where our Methodist Church in
Baroda is now located.1**9 The Church there grew so large,
with the Boarding Schools started, that this small Church was
pulled down and the present, spacious, and beautiful build
ing was erected, with some side-rooms for a place for the
school. This group later requested William Taylor to give
them a Missionary, whereupon, in 1888 the Rev. C. E. De
Lamatcr was appointed as the first Missionary of the Metho
dist Episcopal Church in Baroda; and in fact, he was the first
18 E. M. Ross, Virjibhai Khojabhai, A Brief History
of the Methodist Church in Gujarat. (In manuscript form, 1938) .
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Missionary of the Methodist Episcopal Church in Gujarat. His
health failed and he returned to America, In February of
1889 Br, Edwin F, Frease, who had arrived in India on Jan
uary 3, 1888, was appointed as a Missionary to Baroda. About
the same time the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of the
Methodist Church placed Dr. Miss I. Ernsberger as their first
evangelistic and medical lady missionary. Among those first
Christians in Baroda were Motibai and Dhanjl Lalji and their
children, Dhanjl Lalji was serving In the house of Mr, Car-
met and when Miss Thompson (later Mrs. W, K, Stephens ) ar
rived, Gangu Dhanjl (one of Dhnaji Lalji *s sons) was given
to Mies Thompson. Part of the time he worked in the bungalow
and then went to the villages with Dr. Edwin F. Grease."20
He could play the violin and sing very well so he was used
in the evangelistic work. Thus was the Methodist Episcopal
Church established in Baroda and was also organized in
Gujarat.
The First Convert. Gujarat Methodism, that is, Meth
odism being established by the conversion of the Gujarat!,
had its beginning In Bombay where the seeds of the Methodist
Episcopal Church had been sown. In those years a Gujarat1,
Earsan Ranchhod, a sweeper by caste, a member of the reformed
Hindu Sect, Kabir Panth, a well-to-do man, himself a "Bhagat"
or an "Elder" , was going back and forth between Kasor, his
native village and Bombay, He was a Bombay Municipal Con-
20 Ibid,
16
tractor who supplied sweepers (scavengers) to the Bombay
Municipality. Scores of these sweepers went to Bombay, on
foot, to do scavenger work. This contractor, Earsan Eanchhod,
and a few others became interested in the Christian religion,
and came under the influence of the Rev* A. W. Frautoh, who
opened a class for Christian instruction In 1887 for these
Gujaratis working in Bombay* Doubtless they had heard of
this new Faith from the preachers of other Missions. But
when they came under the direct influence of a missionary,
the wonders were wrought.
The Rev, Homer C, Stuntz {later Bishop) a young mis
sionary, then the pastor of the Grant Road English Church in
Bombay developed a special interest in this man, Karsan Ranch-
hod, and made friends with him. He invited him to come to
see him. He made several and frequent visits to see Reverend
Stuntz, In the following year 1889, four converts of that
group were baptized* "Thus was," says Miss E� M. Chilson,
"the ground prepared and seed sown,"2* when these converts
returned to their native villages they brought with them a
good amount of money, but more precious than money did they
bring with them a Mew Faith, a new experience and a lew Sa
viour, They could not help but tell their relatives and
friends their new-found joy and Saviour,
The Rev, Frederick Wood, consaenting on this event says:"
21
Bishop B. T. Badley, op. Pit., pp. 229-230.
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a work ox grace commenced among the Gujarat!- speaking
people. Karsan R&nohhod, who, filled with an overflowing
love for the Saviour who had found him, returned to his na
tive village in Gujarat and witnessed for Christ with such
power and conviction that scores began to seek the Lord, and
this inaugurated the Gujarat Mass Movement, and led our
Church to open work in Gujarat."22
22 Loo, cit.
CHAPTER III
MASS MOVEMENT AND THE FIRST CONVERT
The period between 1889 and 1905 was a period of rapid
growth and great expansion of the work of the Methodist Epis
copal Church In Gujarat. The famine of 1889-1900 hindered
the evangelistic work, but developed and strengthened the edu
cational work*
With the aid of Rev. E. P. Frees� and other�, the pow
er and conviction with which Karsan Ranchhod delivered his
message not only to his caste folks, but others also, was
strengthened, and thousands heard him and were baptized* A
few years later, in 1895, Bishop Fobs deputed by the American
Methodist Episcopal Church, and Dr� John Goucher in this de
putation, and some others, paid a visit to Gujarat* A Mass
Meeting was held at Bhalej, two miles from the native village
of Karsan Ranchhod, and about 300 people, prepared for bap
tism, were baptised and the Mass Movement began* In the be
ginning of this period, Karsan Ranchhod was active in winning
the members of his family and other relatives to Christianity.
Because of the persecution by the cast� people, the
early missionaries thought of separating the Christians from
their surroundings. But in Gujarat this was found impracti
cable and detrimental to the growing Christian Church. So
It was not enforced. Some years later, in 1917, observing
the Christians falling prey to evil customs and influences
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of non-Christ lane, a district Stewards' Mela (a large gather
ing) in Ahmedabad District passed the following resolution!
That, a great help in these matters ( social reforms)
would be the separation of our people Into Christian
wadas (colonies) wherever possible, always as part
of a village, so that our people would be to some ex
tent as far removed from caste influence and incite
ments to participation in non-Christian rites and cus
toms as are converts to Mohmeddanlsm. And, to this
end, the Bombay Annual Conference is asked to consider
seriously this whole question, and approach the Govern
ment in the matter of land at various places for this
purpose*****
But God had a different plan than that, and the Meth
odist Episcopal Church did not resort to such a policy. In
1903 a large Mass Movement meeting was held at Bhalej, Thou
sands of people from surrounding villages were gathered by
the Rev. G, S, Park and Mr. Prautch, Several distinguished
American visitors were present. Bishop Thoburn baptized
thousands of people by just sprinling water on several people
at a time. Again in December of 1906 another large gathering
was held at Karsanpura. Karsan Ranchhodbhal had arranged
for this Mass gathering.
It was during this period, too, that large orphanages
were opened at Baroda, Nadiad, and Godhra. In 1889 the Boys'
Boarding School with twelve boys, and the Girls' Webb Memor
ial School with four girls, were opened in Baroda, At the
same time a Boarding School for girls was opened at Godhra
by the Rev. and Mrs. Robert Ward. Similarly, a Boys' Board-
23 The Ahmedabad District Annual Report, Bombay Con
ference Journal, (1917) . pp. 108 and i.45.
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ing School was opened at Nadiad by the Rev. and Mrs* 0. W �
Park.
Before the great famine of 1899-1900, a small boys'
school existed in Kadiad. But during the famine a large
number of boys were admitted in the Boarding House In
Hadlad, and also in the awarding schools at Godhra and Baroda.
The Rev. E. P. Frease waB supervising the work in Nadiad from
his headquarters at Baroda, but permanent missionaries were
stationed in Hadlad during the famine years. In 1901 the
present Hadlad Boys* Hostel was built by the Rev. G. �. Park.
And about the same time the Church was built.
A tablet in the Hadlad Church gives a summary of the
life and work of the Rev. G, a. Park, during the early years
of the famine and Mass Movement. It reads t
To the memory of the Reverend George W. Park,
died at Rome, Hew York, U.S.A., 1st August, 1922. A
missionary in Bombay, Sind, and Gujarat for thirty-
five years and one of the pioneers of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in Gujarat.
In this city and countryside where he laboured for
seventeen years, his Is a household name, in the Church
that he built, and by the Christian community he here
founded, his memory Is revered, with the adjoining
Boarding and Industrial School that he established his
name is Indissoluble linked; by the thousands of Fam
ine sufferers he helped to save he is gratefully remem
bered; and by the many famine orphans he rescued for
happy useful lives he will ever be held in affection
ate remembrance.
For his noble service during the great Famine of
1899-1900 an appreciative government gave him the
Kaiear- 1-Hind Medal.
Tireless itinerant missionary, staunch friend,
lover of men and servant of Jesus Christ. (This tab
let was erected by fellow-Christians on the 16th
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December, 1926,)
Godhra* Godhra was opened as an evangelistic centre
in 1895 with the Rev. T. E. Morton as the first Missionary.
During that period, just before the famine, Godhra was be
coming one of our important stations and centres of work.
The Rev* T. E* Morton was a local Missionary* Lalla Dudha
and Uttamdas J ivabhai and Kohya Ajju were some of the Indian
workers who worked with Mr* Morton. The work was carried on
In the Godhra Mohulla. Men came to Godhra from Central
Gujarat to sell cloth and other materials made by hand and
they were interested in this new message of salvation through
Jesus Christ* The Rev. Robert Ward and Phulibai succeeded
Mr. Morton In 1896. These missionaries came from the Salva
tion Army. It was during his time of service that the bung
alow now occupied by the Woman's Society of Christian Service
and the Girl's Hostel were built. In 1902 the division of
work was agreed upon whereby the Girl's School and the hostel
were given to the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society and the
bungalow was sold to that Society. Miss A. A* Abbott accom
panied by M, V. Bailey were the first missionaries of
that Society to come to Godhra. The parent Board purchased
another piece of land for the present bungalow and Boy's
Primary School .
The Rev. 18. B� Bancroft succeeded the Rev. Mr. Ward
at Godhra. When he came the worst of the famine was over,
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and the evangelistic work and haptizing which were suspended
during the famine period were resumed. He was a very ardent
missionary and was loved by the Indians* He opened work in
the villages on the railway lines towards Dohad, north-east
of Godhra. Pipalla was one of the villages where he opened
work, and that work is even today thriving and prospering.
Bhurlbai was one of the first Bhil converts. She Is still
living and is on� of the untiring, zealous witnesses for
Christ. She is conscientious in her faith and her devotion
to the Church. She has given to the Lord and has taught
others to give. Once she gave her cow as an offering to God.
Godhra was in those days a sub-district of Baroda District
and occupied a very wide and extensive territory. It includ
ed all the territory from Dohad in the North to the Bay of
Cambay where the River Mahi meets the Bay. The Rev, Bancroft
used to keep a boat for his tours to distant places on the
banks of the River Mahi, When he did not go out, the boat
was kept anchored in the Kanelav Tank near Godhra and near
the Mission compound. He would start in his boat from Godhra
by the Farbha river and Meshri river and on to the Mahi. It
was by him that the present Church in Godhra was started in
1908 and was dedicated in 1911. Mr, Sarkat, a Mohmeddan con
vert helped Mr. Bancroft in these building enterprises in the
various places where the Mission felt the need of a building*
Ahmedabad. in the latter part of the famine and Mass
Movement period, work at Ahmedabad was developing. Some of
the Christians baptized at Baroda, Nad lad, and other villages
came to Ahmedabad for work in the cotton mills, Ahmedabad
was then growing into an industrial city in Gujarat. In
Ahmedabad, Rev. K, F. Frease started a training school for
preachers to supply preachers for the villages. He moved
from Ahmedabad, Mathubhai Karsinh and Ysyf Dhanjibhai were
the teachers helping Mr, Frease in the training School in
Ahmedabad, Meetings were held in the Mill Area near the
Eka Tcda Masjid, Maganlal Aabalal, and later Khushal Mitha
were the first converts in that city.
When the Reverend Robert Ward was transferred to Ahtae*
dabad, he extended the work in places outside of the city.
He extended the work up to Mehsana. In Ahmedabad city itself
he bought a piece of land on the bank of the River Sabarraati
and built a missionary bungalow. And the work progressed
under his leadership.
In 1901, after the famine was over other small groups
oame into the Church, Then the Rev, W, E, Rabbins, familiarly
known as "Uncle Robbins", came to Ahmedabad. There he bap
tized three hundred converts. Sometime during that same year
the Rev* G. W, Park baptized six hundred people. The Mass
Movement, resumed after tho famine, spread by leaps and
bounds. In tho year 1903, when Bishop Thoburn cam� to visit
Gujarat another great meeting was held in Bhalej, at the step-
well near the railway lines and within that week 1700 isere
baptized. Within a very brief time hundreds of men and women
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came into the fold of the Church � A small company of mis
sionaries and a few partially trained Indian men and women
took over the responsibility of shepherding and nurturing
these crowds. It was a tremendous task, but they had the
"in- filling" of the Holy Spirit, they were empowered by the
Holy Ghost and they courageously shouldered that huge burden.
The Mass Movement was so extensive and so rapidly moving that
the Rev* E, F� Frease, reporting In 1903 to the Bombay Annual
Conference wrote the following lines about the growing Church
in Gujarat!
It is now two quadreniums since the Gujarat Dis
trict was formed ... Beginning at Baroda, as a centre,
there has been a steady expanse from year to year,
until now the territory actually occupied is about
one hundred and ten miles from east to West, and 84
miles from North to South, or about 9000 square miles
... At the end of 1895 (when Gujarat District was
formed) there were in Gujarat connected with this
Mission 496 Christians; at the end of 1899 there were
5321, while at the present time (1903) there are
nearly 16,000 baptized Christians, and some 5000
Instructed candidates awaiting baptism.
In 1895, 1472 Sunday Schools1 Scholars were re
ported, in 1899, 3813, and at present 15,628,
In 1895 the total enrollment in all our schools
was 481; in 1899, 2,450; and at present, 5,000,
In 1895 we had at Baroda a Boys' Boarding School
containing about 35 boys, and a Girls' Boarding School
numbering 23, these numbers increasing In 1899 to 136
and 127, respectively, while at present in the Soys'
Orphanages at Baroda and Hadlad there are 640 boys,
and in the Girls' Orphanages at Baroda and Godhra,
there are 550 girls.
In 1895, the total collected for Ministerial
support was 61 rupees, and In 1899, 847 rupees, and
during the present year, 2574 rupees.
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In 1895, our work was established in only about
ten villages, including Baroda; in 1899 in 165 villa
ges and towns, and, at the present time in 550,
It has been remarked that we are now occupying
9,000 square miles of territory In the heart of
Gujarat, But on all sides the movement refuses to ac
cept limitations, and seeks to escape from its pre
sent boundaries. To the north, it has swept past Ah
medabad, and is spreading in the great unoccupied ter
ritories to the north and east. To the east, it is
Invading the Bhil country beyond Godhra, and moving
south as well; to the south and west of Baroda, the
movement Is taking us into regions unoccupied; and
to the west, from Nadied ?:v* Vaso it is reaching out
towards the great peninsular of Kathiawar, with its
3,000,000 souls.
The latest statistics show that in the whole con
ference (Bombay) there are 14,135 coasaunicants, and
a Christian community of 19,668, of whom 18,063 are
In the' Gujarat District,8*
24 J. E, Scott, History of Fifty Years: A Jubilee
Souvenir, 1906.
CHAPTER IV
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STATUS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE
METHODIST CHURCH IN GUJARAT
1. Social Statua
Too largo mass movements into the Church brought Into
its fold people of all classes and castes, especially the
low castes in great numbers. The territories of the Church
expanded so rapidly and widely that adequate Instruction
before baptism, discipline and spiritual supervision became
almost an Impossibility.
Of those Untouchable Castes which came into the Ghurch





But besides these three groups there have been converts
from other so-called high castes and religious groups in
Gujarat, such as, Koli, Dharara, Banlas, Patels, Brahmins,
Aboriginals, Parsees, and Mohammedans . In tills Chapter we
shall endeavour to give, in brief, the social background of
these groups, which will explain the existence of the prob
lems In the Church,
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1, Major Caste Groups
Dheds
The Dheds are a simple, humble, and Ignorant people.
They have been for the most part labourers, farmers, and
weavers. As for their origin there are many legends. Mrs.
M. S. Stevenson gives two legends as follows*
They say, however, that during the persecution by
Parsuram, when many high caste Hindus were put to
death, they pretended that they belonged {although
Rajput by caste) to the despised outoastes, and so
escaped with their lives; but as a result of their
cowardice they have been reckoned ever since as
They say that in the earliest cycle of time, the
Satya Yuga (Age of Truth), they were known as the
irushful followers of the true patha (way) � In
the cycle they possessed (doubtless1 as a reward
for their virtues) the power of bringing rain,
and so were called Meghawala (rain bringer) . To
this day the polite and honoroflc title to apply
to a Dhed is Meghawala. In the third cycle of
time they were called lliya, and they have some
dim tradition of this term Sliya being connected
with the prophet who brought rain ... In the
present cvole of time they have sinned by eating
carrion, 2e and lowered themselves to becoming
Dheds�a tradition, by the way, which shows how
ashamed they themselves are of their carrion
habits.27
They are also known as weavers, because in the village
economic system of the ancient India, they spun and wove
cloth for the whole village, A few, a very small minority,
25 Mrs. M. S. Stevenson, Without the Pale, (Associa
tion Press, Calcutta, 1930.) p. 9.
'"" ""
26 Putrid meat, Animals that have died of themselves .
27 Mrs, M, S. Stevenson, o�� git., p, 10,
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possess small farms, but most of them since the introduc
tion of the textile industries, work as day labourers on the
farms of the high caste agriculturists and landlords. Besides
paid labour there is always forced labour exacted by the farm
er} for instance, he can foroe the Dhed to carry the wood he
needs for fire. For the expected and enforced free labour
imposed upon the Dhed by the high caste man, the former has
acquired certain rights and privileges from the latter. For
example, toe farmer gives him food at all the great Hindu
festivals and family feasts. In olden times the farmer was
expected to maintain the orphaned children of his Dhed ten
ant. Any low caste man refusing to comply with this age
long system of forced labour Is severely beaten, socially
and economically ostracised, and badly treated by all in
habitants of that village.
The Dheds are also the slave-labourers for the gov
ernment officers. On toe official visit to a village the
government official is supposed to be the guest of that
village and he presupposes free entertainment . The petty
village officers and police patel would call upon the Dheds
to put up his tents, and bring in toe bundles of wood and
grass he requires for his horses. In some villages a cer
tain family would take upon Itself to do all such work and
in lieu of that would be assigned by the village Panehayat
a piece of land for farming. When the Dhed becomes a
Christian the very fact of his joining another community
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frees him from the obligation as well as privileges attached
to forced labour.28 This to many was the motive in becoming
Christian. "Of the (total number of) Christians," say V. S.
Assariah and H* Whitehead, "It is estimated that about 93 per
cent live in the villages, and about 90 per cent of the
Christians have come out from this group of the outcastes or
the aboriginals."89
To become Christian in India was very difficult, as
it entailed suffering, excommunication, ostracisatlon and in
many instances separation from the family. Mrs. Stevenson
relates one such incident of cruelty in a village:
In one village in Gujarat, a group of new
Christians had been brought before their old
masters, who had made them bend for hours with
bricks on their shoulders, and every time the
sufferers straightened themselveanand the
bricks slipped they were beaten.
But such sufferings and threats did not serve as deter-
ents. Despite such harsh treatment many joined the Church
on confession of their faith.
b. Chamars31
In Gujarat the second largest outcaste group to come
88 Mrs. M. S. Stevenson, oj>. olt . , p. 9.
29 V. S. Aaarlah and H, Whitehead, Christ in the
Indian Village-,. (S. C. M. Press; London, 1930J pp. 18-19.
30 Mrs. M. S. Stevenson, pp.. cit�, p. 9.
31 Etymologically, Cham means skin. In Gujarat they
are called Chamadlya .
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Into the Ohureh is the Chamars* They cure the skins and
then make the shoes for India's millions. Nominally they
are leather workers, tout there are so many of them that they
have become the great labouring class, with Dheds, of India.
"They are strong, robust, splendid type of men, and India
owes a great debt to that class."32 Because of their work
they were not allowed even to touch the Hindu scriptures.
Truly speaking they had no religion and had no opportunity.
George w � Brlggs, In his book, The Chamars, traces the
origin of these people back to very early times:
Tanners are mentioned in the ate Veda. In the
later Vedic literature, and in the Brahamanas �
Tanning is also spoken of in the Rig. Veda and
certain details of stretching and wet 'ting hides
probably refer to the process of manufacture.
Ox-hides were need In the pressing of the soma,
and ox-hides and antelopes and tiger skins were
used in sacramental and ceremonial rites.33
According to Brlggs34 the Chamar got his present sta
tus as a result of violation of the Aryan laws, In one of
the Hindu Scriptures, Code of Menu, the origin of the Chamar
could be diagrammed as follows:
32 Mass Movement Magazine, p. IS,
33 0. K/. Brlggs, The Chamars, (Association Press: Cal
cutta, 1920*) p. 11,
34 Ibid*, pp. 15-18,
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Brahman (father) Vaishya (father)





The true origin is lost In obsecurity* All that could be
said definitely Is that the group, essentially non-Aryan,
has maintained itself throughout the centuries in its tradi
tional occupation. The caste group is so large that it
could not be accounted for merely on the group of self-
propagation. Its present structure shows that it is made up
of a heterogenous group of people. It has received large
additions from other caste groups in the past.35 In Gujarat
they are known as Chamadiya, Khalpa and Moehi.
Among their social and religious customs are concubin
age, polygamy, polygyny, child-marriage, divorce, and other
sexual irregularities. Not only is the moral standard of
the Chamar low in respect to social purity, but also In
matters of excessive use of narcotic drugs and intoxicating
beverages. Drunkenness is a caste- falling and forms a
35 G. W. Brlggs, 0�. cit., p. 18.
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prominent element In many domestic and religious customs.
There are hereditary rights {known as jajmani-haqq)
which are the privileges of a certain Chamar family in each
village. In return for their perquisities the Chamar gives
regular services to the landlords. For the work he does for
his client he receives rights to dead animals,, skins, fuel,
and grass from the village lands.
As for his religion, the Chamar believes in animism.
For him Inanimate objects, trees, plants, animals, and even
human beings, are the abodes of spirits. Calamities, fever,
cholera, small-pox, and other untoward events are ascribed
to unknown powers of the spirit world. The worship of shape
less stones Is universal . Fetishes are very common among
them. They believe both in benevolent and malevolent spirits.
They bel ieve in the doctrine of transmigration and Karma,
They are not allowed to enter the temples owned by the high
castes.
Although the Chamars are very valuable persons in the
village, doing plenty of labour, they are economically very
poor. For the most part they are still in an almost helpless
state of degradation and serfdom, They are inevitably under
the crushing heel of the money-lender In the village. Debt
ie a very heavy shackle to them and runs down to the poster
ity for generations. "One of the outstanding facte," says
Brlggs, "about the Chamars 1� their lamentable and abject
poverty. Ill-clad and cold in winter, badly housed, and
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insufficiently fed, they belong to the poorest of the land. 1,3
Their ignorance, illiteracy, vice and excess are the factors
of their poverty.
The Christian Church is gaining a good many converts
from amongst these Chamars. The Christian Church working
among these people has to have a great social, economic, and
educational, both secular and religious program. While
Hindu religious teachers do not present an adequate social
program for these Chamars, Jesus does. These poor people
need the Gospel of Jesus who proclaimed:
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
because He has annolnted me
To preach the good news to the poor,
To proclaim release to the captives,
And recovering of sight to the blind,
To set at liberty those who are oppressed,
To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord.3'
The converts from the Chamar caste are a great asset
to the Church in Gujarat. The scum of the society becomes
the sons of God and are the living testimony of the "abundant
life" that Jesus Christ came to give. As regards this phase
of our work, Mr, Benson Baker writes in the Mass Movement
Era as follows:
As these people become Christians they have much
influence on other people. The people of the
village see what a tremendous change has taken
place and they begin to ask: "What is this new
thing we see?" They come to us asking, "Why
don't you come and teach us too?" Christianity
has done a very strategical thing in opening up
m G. W� Brlggs, 0�. clt,, p. 224.
37 Luke IV: 18-10,
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work among the Chamars of India. The work Is
spreading slowly out steadily and surely.3�
c , Bhang i59
The third social group from which the Methodist Church
in Gujarat has derived Its large membership is the Bhangi
(scavenger) caste. The name itself suggests their work.
This caste is the lowest in the social strata in India.
These people earn their livelihood by cleaning the cess
pools and privies, sweeping the streets and courtyards, and
by receiving charities from the people. They go about beg
ging food at the doors of the other oast� groups both noon
and night. Their income is more in kind than in cash. Thus
they are the poorest people in India. They resort to eating
carrion out of necessity. The coffin cloth removed before
cremation of the dead is the right of these people. It is
no wonder then that they live in abject poverty, rags, star
vation, tattered and dirty hovels, unprotected from rain
and cold.40
In the village they have some rights and privileges,
but these are very vague. This puts them In a condition
whereby they are always dependent upon their patrons for food
38 Mass Movement Era. (Methodist Publishing House?
Lueknow, India. $ pp. i7-'l"a.
39 Sweeper or Scavenger caste.
40 J. W, Pickett, Christian Mage Movements in India.
(Lueknow Publishing Housel'r Lueknow, 1933.) p. 119 .
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and clothing. According to the Journal of the Gujarat
Research Society the Bhangls number above three million,
and as such they are the second largest untouchable caste.41
The greatest difficulty the converts from this group
are facing in the Church Is that the preachers are not willing
to serve them because they themselves have come out from
either the Dhed or Chamar oastes, which to them are higher
than the Bhangi caste,
2. Minor Caste Groups
a, Koli and Dharara
An article in the Journal of the Gujarat Research
Society sayss
At one end of the social ladder the Koli Is as
aboriginal, and at the other end they are an
agriculturist caste who constitute the bulk of
the labour population in the textile mills and
factories. They are also porters, carriers,
boatmen, even thieves and deceits. There are
many Koli who are pretty advanced in culture,
polished manner, who can v.lth difficulty be
distinguished from other high caste Hindus.4*2
Most of the Koli pray to Hindu gods and goddesses, and
they are worshipers of Mahadev, Indra, and Hateal.43 They
are as a rule worshipers of Kali, or Kalka goddess.
The few Christians we have from this group In the
Methodist Church in Gujarat were saved from the famine in
41 Journals of the Gujarat Research Society. Vol. IXI,
1922-1951 . p. 125.
42 Ibid,. Vol, XI, p. 125.
43 G. W. Brlggs, o�� olt., p. 136.
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1899. According to the writer's knowledge, there have been
no conversions from this caste for some years. These peo
ple are illiterate and ignorant farmers. In Maha-Gujarat
they comprise about 25 per cent of the total Hindu popula
tion. The Church has a great opportunity among these people.
b. Banlyas and Patela
These two separate caste groups were originally one
and were known aa Valshyas. The Baniyas have taken up the
profession of merchants of grain and money lending, while the
patels are the landowners and agriculturists. In Gujarat
the latter class Is known as Patldars, a very influential
group in a village. Great political leaders like Mr. Gandhi
and Vallabhbhai and Vithalbhai Fatel have come from these
castes.
ifie have in the Church a very negligible number of the
converts from these castes, about three or four families
whose parents had been converted to Christianity in early
years. These two castes constitute almost 16 per cent of
the total Hindu population in Gujarat. But very little has
been don� to convert them to Christianity.
o. Brahmins
The Brahmins are the priests and religious teachers
in Hindu society. Mythologlcally they are supposed to have
originated from the mouth of the Brahma, or the supreme god
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in Hindu polytheism* thus are entitled to honour and rever
ence. The Brahmins have been socially, politically, and
religiously, very powerful in the past. Education was re
garded as the birthright of the Brahmin, and rone other.
Brahmins are also the astrologers and divines.
Because of their vested interests as priests, the
Gos_>oi of Jesus Christ has found no full response In their
hearts and walled- in minds* The Methodist Church In Gujarat
has made no inroads among them. There have been, though, a
few conversions of the Brahmins, but they are too few and
too wide apart in space and time to take into account.
d. Aboriginals or Adlwasies44
In the government census reports these Adiwasis or
aboriginals are listed as tribal s. In the v/hol� of India
there are about 25 million of them. They compose many homo
genous groups, with slight variations. The principal groups
ares Bhils, Bubla, Dhodla, Salkada, and Chidhra, They are
found mostly in northwest Gujarat and central India,45
These people have been untouched by modern civiliza
tion. Because of their ignorance certain systems exist in
some parts of India which represent oompul sorily bonded la
bour for agricultural work. The autocracy of the petty offi
cials is unbearable; along with them the primitives have to
serve their money-lenders,
44 itymologlcally, Adi means beginning, and was!
means dwellers,
45 census Report of 1941.
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As for their economic condition a report in the Eastern
Anthropologia.fr includes the following paragraphs
The economic occupations of these tribes are vari
ous: Food cultivation and collection, fishing,
hunting, basket making, coal and catechue making
and working as labourers. Labour does not exist
as a separate category in most of these primitive
tribes. Some of the trades are of some tribes
and they do not Interchange them. The Ehils can
not make charcoal because It is a black occupa
tion, the Dubla cannot take to bamboo-work as it
is lowly and degrading business; and the per
capita land on which they subsist is enormously
small and highly unproductive. The labour is
disproportionate to the things on which it can be
used; there is thus a forced unemployment among
the tribes. Also this necessitates child labour,
at the expense of education.46
The Methodist Church in Gujarat is working among the
Bhils, Dublas, and Malkas, We have a large number of con
verts from the Bhils and Malkas,
An appraisal of Christian work among these tribal peo
ple as given in one of the magazines is worth considering:
Special mention in this regard must be made of
the Christian Missionaries who started their
educational activities in the remotest jungle
areas of this tract over a century back. But
they did not and could not make any great progress
in educating the Adiwasis as the main object of
these Missions in starting their few schools and
hostels was pro selyt lzat ion . The adiwasis, who
have their own notions about religion, looked with
suspicion on the missionaries and their activities
and avoided contacts with them. It was only during
calamities like famine or epidemics that the Adi
wasis sought help from them. All the same the
missionaries deserve credit for their indefatiguable
efforts at a time when the Adiwasis were neglected
by everybody else.4"
**he Eastern Anthropologist, September, 1949, Vol.




The original home of the Parsees was Persia, from
which they derive their name. They speak the Gujaratl lan
guage because It was superimposed upon them by the king with
whom they entered into a treaty. These people are a cultured
and educated social and religious group . European ised in
their dress and education, they are a prosperous, business
like community mainly located In and around Bombay, In
India they are well-known for their philanthropy. They wor
ship fire. Fire in all forms Is sacred to them. Sometimes
they are seen worshipping the sun. A Parsee feels that three
words are toe sum of all goodt good thought, good words,
and good deeds. These are the measure of his religious am
bition.48
Some of these Parsees became Christian in the early
years of Christianity in Bombay, Baroda, and a few other -
places .
48 G. B. Stover, India, A Problem. (Brethren Publish
ing House: Elgin, Illinois, 1902V) pp. 54-66.
CHAPTER V
1. A Period of Further Expansion
In this period very important and interesting develop
ments took place, Hew districts were formed and a school of
Theology was brought into existence. The Mass Movement was
still on at the beginning of this period.
At the Central Conference, held at Madras on the 5th
of February, 1904, Bishop Henry w. (barren, in his opening
address, made the following statements
It nearly always happens that the first occupa
tion of a large field by a body of missionaries is
only in outline, and it then becomes necessary in
later years to complete what they've only begun in
the outset. Our own vast field from time to time has
furnished illustrations of this kind of progress and
during the past quadrenium the notable increases of
such advance have attracted attention. One of these
has occurred in Gujarat,*�
Ahmedabad District, The work in North Gujarat, towards
Hadlad and Ahmedabad, so expanded that it was found impossi
ble for the Presiding Elder, Dr. 3. F, Frease, living at
Baroda, to supervise and care for the work efficiently. So
in the year 1909 the Ahmedabad District was formed out of
the Gujarat District,
In the same period two very important institutions were
founded in Baroda. They were The Mrs. William Butler Memor
ial Hospital and The Florence B. Mlcholson School of Theology.
It was Mrs. Butler who broke the ground for the foundation
49 J. E. Scott, op. clt . . p. 229.
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of the hospital. In 1905, the building of the School of
Theology was erected by Dr. A, A. Parker, The hospital
was opened in 1910,
As some of these need special and detailed history,
we now turn to Kathiawar � the land adopted by "Uncle"
Robbins, as he was lovingly called by the Indian Christians,
The fuller report of the hospital and the School of Theology
will be given in a separate section.
2, Kathiawar
Kathiawar was for some years a sub-district of the
Ahmedabad District, The first missionary appointed to
Kathiawar was the Rev, William E. Robbins. This peninsular
was found a vory responsive and fruitful field of labour.
It needed special attention and a man to devote his life to
evangelization. In the Rev. William E� Robbins, such a man
was found.
He was transferred to Gujarat during the 1899-1900
famine
to help care for the rapidly growing Church there,
mostly around Kadlad, ffiatar, Dholka, and Dhandhuka.
He founded the Church in Kathiawar where he was the
effective and devoted District Superintendent from
1906 to 1912, and the beloved father of his spiritual
children in that peninsular.
He was a master itinerant, which a constitution
insured by the experience of the Civil War had well
adapted him to be. The usual methods of missionary
itinerancy had no attraction for hims but equipped
with a small handbag containing his necessities of
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life, he tramped from village to village or drove
Kitty - hie mare, accepting the kindly hospitality
of the simple villagers and in return fed them with
the Bread of Life. Regardless of personal discomforts,
with spartan simplicity, he evangelized his wide
field and baptized his converts, forming here and
there, scattered throughout his section of Kathiawar,
small bands, or congregations of Christians whom he
and his associates had led to Christ.
Of him, hie dear wife wrote that his character
grew more beautiful every day, and that he was saving
every dollar he could to provide an endowment for a
preachership in his beloved Kathiawar � in addition
to the one he gave as a parting gift when he left
India. And she adds: *He never failed to pray for the
native people of India and his own people of Kathiawar
were much on his heart,*50
As no converts came from the labours of the preachers
that succeeded "Uncle" Robbins in Kathiawar, the Christians
with the Mission property were handed over to the Christian
Missionary Alliance Church and the United Church of North
India when the Rev. L. G. Tempi in was the District Superin
tendent of the Ahmedabad-Hadlad District.
Thus the chapter on Kathiawar in the history of the
Methodist Church in Gujarat closed, and the dream of "Uncle"
Robbins and other superintendents who succeeded him failed
to materialize. But even until today our work in the Bhal
section, a part of toe old Kathiawar District, Is developing
rapidly and that whole field is very promising.





As is mentioned previously, during the great famine
of 1899-1900 our Boarding School at Baroda, Godhra and Hadlad
were filled to their capacity. Before the famine these Board
ing Schools existed but with very few students* The village
schools developed later as feeders to the middle and high-
schools in the central stations.
.High Schools in Baroda/ In Baroda in 1889 the Board
ing School for boys was opened with twelve boys and the Girls'
School opened with three students. Growth was slow but
steady in the early years. But as time went on the inflow
of boys and girls was both rapid and great. The hostels for
boys and girls were built during toe famine. In the begin
ning the co-education scheme was introduced and it ran well
for many years. It was conducted in the side-rooms of the
Church. In 1914 the Girls' School mat separate from toe
Boys' School and in 1917-18 the present Webb Memorial Girls'
School was built. The Boys' School continued to sit in the
Church until 1926, when the Pri iary Department was discontin
ued and the Anglo-vernacular and High Schools were moved to
the city. Again, In the time of Dr. W. P. Pledger, as Prin
cipal, toe school was moved back to the Camp, and was housed
in the Dormitory rooms.
It was the Rev, 0. B. Hill who brought this school to
a nigh school level end to that level of efficient?. He
aent out several men for the Teachers' Training Course, Gov
ernment Drawing Examinations, Medical Course, Engineering,
etc. It was in the time of the Rev. L. hi, Dinzell that the
Anglo-vernacular school was started. It was he who had
made plans for that school to he developed Into a high school
He got the co-educational high school affiliated to the Bom
bay University.
At present the Principal of the Webb Memorial Girls'
School Is Miss V, J. Solanki, B. A,, B� T�, a product of the
same school, and comes out of one of the pioneer Indian
Christian families. She was the first girl to pass a matri
culation examination from this School in 1920.
Both these schools render inestimably valuable service
to the Methodist Church and other Churches in Gujarat as well
These two are the only High Schools of our Church in Gujarat.
Technical agd Primary Schools; Hadlad, The only
technical school In Gujarat was in Hadlad. Its beginnings
go back to toe time of the famine of 1899-1900 when great
numbers of orphans were rescued. A Primary school was also
started along with toe Technical School for the small boys.
But the problem of toe big boys was heavy on the hearts of
Rev. G. W. Park and Dr. E, P, Frease. They decided to give
them something besides the knowledge of the three "H's",
whereby they could earn their livelihood.
Classes were started in carpentry, black-smithing,
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machine shop and weaving. A great need of a graduate mech
anical engineer was felt. An appeal was made to the Board
of Missions by Rev. G. W* Park and in 1905 Mr. H. P. Bishop,
a lay missionary, arrived in Nadlad. This institute was
named: The Madiad Industrial and Engineering Institute. In
June of 1910, Mr. Bishop was drowned at Titfaal, near Bulsar,
while trying to rescue Miss Williams who also drowned. In
December 1910 Mr. and Mrs. 0. H. Conley came in response to
an urgent appeal for a manager of the Institute. They gave
many years of faithful service to that Institute.
Rev* Frederick Wood, the District Superintendent of
the Ahmedabad District, in his annual report in 1916 writes
very highly about the services of the Rev. C, B. Oonley to
the School and Institute. "This institution has been well
served by Brother Conley, and under his administration it
has reached a high state of efficiency, and has been classed
by the Government among the very best of its kind in the
Presidency (Bombay), whether Government, Municipal, or
missionary."51
In early 1919 Mr. A. �, Jones, a Government Engineer
in Quetta came to help Mr. Conley. He served for one year,
and then Mr* and Mrs. A, P. Young came in 1921 as managers
of the School and Institute. Mr. Young was a very capable
engineer and technician. In 1920 a Motor Repairing Depart
ment was added with a great promise to be useful and paying.
51 Bombay Conference Journal, 1916. p. 32.
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It was opened with a view to provide training for mechanics
and drivers, and increasing the proportion of self-support
In Income, Mr. Young served for a short term and then did
not return. Once again Mr. Conley took over the charge and
added selling of motors. It must he said here that because
of this Industrial Institute and the work that Mr. Conley did
in It. hundreds of boys are now independently earning theW
bread and are happy as turners, carpenters, blacksmiths, driv
ers, and motor-repairers, and mechanics.
The Primary School is a progressing School. About 250
day scholars, mostly Christians, attend the school. Three
English olasses have been attached to It. The progress that
this school has made in the past five years has been amazing
and wonderful . Grant- In-aid has increased from Rs .1252 in
1940 to Be .1553 in 1944* The number of Vernacular Pinal
pass boys and girls has jumped from 4 in 1940 to 18 in 1944.
Mr, I>. J. Maowan la the present headmaster of that school.
The first English teacher appointed to this school in 1936
when the First English Standard was opened, was the writer.
Normal Training Op liege for Women and Girls1 Primary
Schools Godhra, As was noted before, when the Government
Poor House was closed down, the Government asked the mission
aries to take over the support and care of the women and
girls. About 400 to 500 girls were admitted into the Godhra
Girls' Hostel, Temporary quarters were hastily constructed
and a beginning of tho present Girls* School was made. Per-
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raiment hostel rooms were built from the Christian Herald
Relief Funds*
In 1902 the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society began
to have a share In the development of the educational work
in Godhra, The School was transferred from the Board of For
eign Missions to the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society. The
first missionary was Miss Anna Agnes Abbott who had been
stationed at the Bible training School in l&ittra, but vol
unteered for this interesting yet difficult work*
Miss Muriel V, Bailey, a graduate of the Muttra Bible
Training School, came to help her and thus began her mission
aries service in Gujarat which has continued up to the present
time (1945).
Miss A, A. Abbott, who la still living, in writing
about the beginning of the schools in Godhra, sayst "As
soon as possible after the worst of the sufferings was over
steps were taken to organise the orphanages created during
the famine into educational institutions. In the case of
Godhra, an urgent appeal was made that a missionary of the
W.F.M.S. be sent to take charge of this institution. After
some successful efforts It was decided that one of the mis
sionary of the North-west India Conference be sent. Un
fortunately for the school I happened to be the person
chosen for the place. 1,52
52 A* A* Abbott, Reminiscences, (1900-1940.)
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In those days the entire building for the missionary
and his wife In charge of the evangelistic work, and the one
who came to take charge of the Girls' School, plus the staff
and servants, consisted of the main part of the building
which has now been enlarged, and about two-thirds of the
dormitories of the old compound, while the outside portions
were used as quarters for teachers and other employees, "In
1902 there were 187 girls in the school, nearly all attending
school whether they were old enough to do so or not, and
S3
none had gone beyond the "first standard", says Miss Abbott
In the same year, the monsoon was much delayed* It did not
come until August 21st, and so again Gujarat went through
terrible sufferings. The result to Godhra was that there
were added to the number of girls in the institution so many
that the three hundred mark was crossed. When the school was
started there was one old man, a Christian, who had studied
up to the sixth standard but with no training, one Christian
man who had studied to the fourth standard, and three Hindu
men untrained, one a Baniyas plus the deaf-mute Muslim
Darzi (tailor) ,
In 1908 Miss L. F. Austin was in charge of the school .
By that year there was a kindergarten and five standards and
three girls had been sent up to the Ahmedabad Mahalaxmi Train
ing College. The classes were still meeting in the Verandaha
and rooms in the hostel. Lallu Veljibhai, the product of the
53 A. A. Abbott, op. clt .
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Hadlad Industrial School and hostel was In charge of the
hostel work and industrial department of the school. In
the same year the Primary School building was completed,
Ramabai was the first trained woman teacher employed.
In April 1909 the beginning of the Normal Training
School was made by Miss M. D. c rouse. The preparatory class
was started with 16 girls.
On the 11th of December 1909 Miss B. M. Ross came to
Godhra as hostel superintendent. In 1910 the First Year of
the Normal Training College was opened. The college was
registered in 1911. In March of 1912 Miss S, M. Ross became
the Principal, At the same time, Dhanbai {Mrs, Dhanbal Pur*
shottem Varma) , now the Headmistress of the Practicing School,
Godhra, had passed her first year in Godhra and was taking
her second year work in Ahmedabad, In 1912 toe first grant-
in-aid of Re ,300 from the Government was received. In 1913,
the second year class was opened and the privilege of taking
examination was granted. At toe end of 1912 Miss M, E. New
ton came to Godhra and was appointed Principal in January
1914.
Boys*. Primary School, Godhra. Rev. John Lampard, the
District Superintendent of the Baroda District in his report
to the Bombay Conference in 1918 made the following state
ment:
For a long time we have felt the necessity of a
school for boys of younger age than it has been found
desirable to admit into the Baroda Boys' School, but
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w� have seen no way to finance any undertaking. The
Mass Movement Commission has, however, made this a
possibility and arrangements are now well on the way
for the opening at the beginning of the Hew Year of
a Boarding School for little boys* It is proposed
to admit boys from five to six years of age and to
keep them until a maximum of ten years of age. They
will be educated in the Girls' School, the hostel
being situated on Parent Board Property, under the
immediate supervision of Brother R* D. Blsbee. We
have high hopes of good results of this new departure.54
In 191� Rev. R. D. Blsbee writes? "During the year,
the Godhra Boys* School Hostel has been built and we have
40 small boys to care for ... It will not be long before we
will have many more boys in our Boarding School at Godhra.55
In July 1922 the present Primary School building for
boys was completed. At the end of the same year Mrs. L. M.
Parker (the widow of the Rev. A. C. Parker) returned to India
to succeed the Rev. R. D. Blsbee. Mrs. Parker had gone to
America following the death of her husband. Since her return
she has been in charge of the hostel and school, except for
one furlough, during which tine Mias P. E. Precis� took charge.
In 1927 another line of the hostel was built so that the pre
sent capacity of the hostel is about one hundred.
The Florence B, Kloholson School of Theology. After
the great Gujarat Famine of 1899-1900 was over, once again
the Mass Movement was afoot and literally hundreds were
gathered Into the Church. A few missionaries, with untrained
and Inexperienced Indian workers, were not able to cope with
54 Bombay Conference Journal, 1918.
55 Ibid., 1919.
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the growing Church. Bo educated, trainee, Indian preachers
were then available. However, a few Indian men were taken
up to take care of the new Christians in the villages. Their
religious zeal and their willingness to proclaim Christ to
others made them helpful workers, but the necessity of theo
logically trained workers was quit� evident and urgent.
Dr. E. F. Frease attempted to remedy this situation
by moving to Ahmedabad from Baroda for a few months and start
ing there a Training class in October of 1896, and selected
a fine group of young men, newly converted, for his class.
To this school cam� men of all types, some without any edu
cation and others with very little formal education. They
came in for different periods of time, some six weeks, some
for three months, some for six months, and others for a year.
Hathu Harslnhbhai and Dhnjibhai were the teachers. These
young men were given Christian teaching, both practical and
theoretical. Bishop Thoburn was instrumental in organising
this Training School and later the Theological School. The
H�v� E, F. Frease sent an urgent appeal for funds for a theo
logical school In Gujarat. This appeal was sent through the
Rev. W. F. Oldham (later Bishop) an Anglo-Indian Christian
and a convert of the Hev. Silllam Taylor in Peona. This ap
peal was presented to Mr. George F. Nicholson of lola, Kansas,
U. S, A. He gave money for the building and also provided
a salary for the first missionary for five years. Thus this
school Is the gift of Mr. George &� Nicholson in memory of
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Florence, hie wife, and was rendered necessary by the mar
vellous growth of the work in Gujarat, Kev, and Mrs. A. A,
Parker were the first missionaries appointed to this school
of Theology, They cam� in February, 1905, and the school
building was completed and dedicated on March 9, 1906 by
Bishop J. �� Robinson. The training class at Ahmedabad was
already shifted back to Baroda. The first class was admitted
on November 26th, 1906. The inaugural address was delivered
by the Rev, �, F, Frease, toe Presiding Elder of the Gujarat
District. The class consisted of thirteen men and two women.
They were* 1, From Baroda School; Laxraan Dhulahaai, Whalji
Ealidae (deceased 1944), Govindbhai Ramjibhal Bethel, Dhula-
bhai Oevlndji, Tulsi Virabhal (deceased), Ihushal Whalji, and
Gaba Bhanabhai. 2. From Madiad School: Virjibhai Khojabhai,
HIralal Punjabhai (deceased 1944), Dhula Hatha* (deceased),
and Karsan Makanbhai (deceased). 3, From Rural Churches:
Ishwardas Harsinhbhal, and his wife Moghlbal, (deceased) s
Chunilal Hargovind and his wife, Dolibai (both deceased),
Both Moghlbal and Dolibai were products of the Godhra Orphan
age.
The first teacher in the School of Theology was Rev.
Imam Bux Bawa, well-known Muslim convert. He was a member
of the Marathi Congregational Church and lived in Poena, Rev.
L, E. Einzell and Rev, W. H. Stephens were then In Poena and
took interest in this Mohmeddan moulvl. They sent him as
teacher to toe Baroda School of Theology, He was a linguist
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and a very fine teacher. Friday Bazaar preaching was started
by him. Before his conversion he was a Mohraeddan Khcja by
caste* He had been to England and Europe. His native place
was Teheran. He was a great scholar, and was appointed Dean
of the School which he served faithfully for 2J years, then
resigned. The workers' training class was discontinued and
the curriculum of the Theological School was enriched. In
1938 this school was closed down as the demands Tor new work
ers and teachers was not great .
At the writing of this history, the Baroda United School
of Theology occupies the buildings where once the F. B* Nich
olson School of Theology existed. The present seminary is
a union institution wherein the United Church of Borthem
India, the Church of the Brethren, and the Methodist Church
are cooperating on equal financial and staff basis.
In a oombined report of the District Superintendents
prepared and presented by Rev. Virjibhai Khojabhai, the fol
lowing statement appears:
We are thankful to Sod for having the School
of Theology in Gujarat from the beginning of our
work. Rev, A. A. Parker, D, D., is the founder and
the first Principal of this school. The first
class of fourteen men and two women was admitted
on the 26th Bovetaber, 1906, Rev, E. F# Frease, b.D�,
the District Superintendent of the Baroda District,
conducted the chapel service on that occasion. He
congratulated the class in his talk and prophesied
that the members of this class would be the leaders
in Gujarat, This class was graduated in 1909 and
since then the good work has gone on, sometimes under
real difficulties, to be sure* But year by year,
through the past thirty years, men and women have
gone forth from this school, until now a veritable
army of 250 Jiving graduates are making their contri-
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bution to tlx� uplift of this part of India, Three
of our District Superintendents are graduates of
this school and two of them belong to the first �lass
which was enrolled in 1906. (Note: Ishwardas Kar-
sinhbhai and Rev. Virjibhai Khojabhai) There are
41 graduates of t. is school who are effective members
of this Conference. 66
Village Schools. It was early felt that along with
the evangelistic efforts, schools of the children of the vil
lage Christians were needed to make the future village Chris
tians and Churches strong and literate. The boarding Schools
at Baroda, Godhra, and Hadlad could not admit and accommodate
all the Christian children of primary school age from the
villages. They had limited accommodation and limited funds,
So almost in �very village where we had a preacher, a school
was started for our people. It must be mentioned here that
Local Board Schools did exist and do exist in the villages,
but because of untouchability and oast� distinctions the
children of outoastes were and are not admitted, and most of
our Christians caae from the Dhed and Chamar castes, sfaich
are outoastes. In those early days until 1906 not a single
teacher was even Vernacular Final pass. Thus the village
schools were not of a very high standard* But these simple,
faithful, earnest and poorly educated men and women helped
the first growing Church in Gujarat in increasing the per
centage of literacy, in preserving the Christian Ideals and
in raising an educated, cultured, and refined new generation
in Gujarat.
56 gujara| Conference Journal, 1935. p. 186.
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For a great number of schools In the British territory,
recognition of the Government Educational Department was se
cured and drew grants. In those early days the District Su
perintendent was the Manager of the schools and a lady mission
ary appointed to the district was supervising the schools
along with her evangelistic work. School Inspectors (later
called teacher-helpers) helped in supervising and other nec
essary duties connected with the schools.
In 1920 reviewing the whole field of Gujarat in its
educational aspect. Rev, 0. B, Hill, then one of the three
Educational Secretaries in Southern Asia, In his paper on "A
Suggested Educational Policy In our Conference (Bombay) in
Gujarat", made the following observations and remarkaj
� in Gujarat 9,804 were of school going age,
but the actual number of these going to school was
4,129s In other words, only 48$ of our children were
under instruction, The Methodist Episcopal Church in
Gujarat reported 165 Day or Primary Schools, 6 Board
ing Schools, 2 High Schools, 1 Technical Engineering
School, 1 Normal and 1 Theological School , Eight
per rent of our teach- ing staff was trained.
In other words and stated negatively, 52$ of our
children of school going age are not in school, hence
growing up il iterate; while yearly accessions to the
Christian Church in our area are slowly piling up to
the degree of illiteracy, What will be the effect of
this illiteracy on the state of Methodism in Gujarat
in the future? The answer suggests the imperative
need of a definite policy in order to combat and dimin
ish illiteracy; while on the other hand, the movement
ie still opportune for us to attempt the tremendous
task, because our method� of approach in handling the
undertaking are still either to a degree plastic, or
in the stage of Initiation,0'
Bombay Conference Journal, 1920. p. 95
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Bh.il Boarding School. As soon as work was started
among the Bhils attempts were made to open a boarding school
for Bhils. In about 1921 such a boarding school for boys was
built and opened at Sarukot in J&mbughoda State. Just re
cently girls are admitted also. The number of inmates has
always been around 20-30, but it helps in preparing Bhil
workers and teachers for work among Bhils, Really speaking
most of the students are Nayak, but they are one of the ab
original tribes, similar to Bhils,
Boarding Scho-o^ at Vasad, Boarding Schools in some
villages for primary school age boys was always in the minds
of the early missionaries. So such orphanages were opened
at Vasad and Jambusar Circuits, But later their useful
ness was not seen and they were closed down during the year
of financial depression*
2, Medical Work
The Mrs. William Butler Memorial Hospital, The medical
work in Gujarat grew up with the evangelistic work. In fact,
the first medical missionary did both medical and evangelis
tic work in Baroda, Christ's Injunction "Go preach, teach
and heal" was liberally put in action. Among the pioneer
missionaries in this field was Dr. (Miss) I, Ernsberger . She
came in 1888 and began her medical and evangelistic work in
Baroda in 1839, When eh� went on furlough in 1894 the work
was closed and remained so until 1895 when Dr. E. H, hodge
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arrived. As the Girls' Boarding School was without a mission
ary, she was given charge of that institution and with an
assistant conducted a dispensary and Itinerated in the villa
ges surrounding Baroda. In 1897, the Baroda School had grown
so much that there was no room in the bungalow for the medi
ale ladles and they had to find other quarters. During the
year of 1898 plague broke out In both Umreth and the Baroda
Caap and Dr. K. H. Hodge with her assistants, Miss lunan
and Miss Leroy, did valuable work In administering innooula-
tions* Because of a lack of funds the dispensary at Baroda
was again closed. During the months that the dispensary was
closed Dr# Hodge earned money for the medical work by substi
tuting for the House Surgeon at Cama Hospital, Bombay. At
the close of the year 1899, Dr. Hodge went on furlough. Again
the medical work was without a Doctor. In 1903, Dr. Twettle
came to Baroda.
In Baroda, along with Dr. I, Ernsberger, Dr. George
Bldrldge worked as the boys' hostel superintendent and
physician. He left the Salvation Army to join our Church.
He had been associated with the well-known and reputed Dr.
Andrews of the Salvation Army Hospital, Anand. When the Rev.
and Mrs. A, 0. Parker came to the boys' boarding School, Dr,
George Eldredge was appointed to Madlad, There he carried
on both medical and evangelistic work. He opened the first
dispensary. Later, he was transferred to the Indus River
^onfevexm*. During forId far I he left India to join the
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forces as a Chaplain. On his return from the war, he was
stationed at Ajmer, his last appointment in India, before
his retirement in Quetta.
Dr. Bell� J* Allen soon had to leave her medical work
to accompany Bishop and Mrs. Spellenager to Europe because
Mrs. Spellenager was 111.
In 1906, the Golden Jubilee of India Methodism was
celebrated and a large party of American visiters arrived in
India. The party included Bishops, ministers, outstanding
laymen, and officers of the Board of Missions and the Woman's
Foreign Missionary Society. At the invitation of Dr. E, F.
Frease, the party paid a visit to, Gujarat. When the party
was in Baroda, a grand garden party was arranged to which His
Highness the Maharajah Sayajl Rao Gaekwar was invited. The
Maharajah Gaekwar spoke very highly of the work of Dr. Frease.
The party then went to the Gaup to see the field which had
been bought for the erection of a hospital. Mrs. .sill lam
Butler and her daughter, Miss Clementina Butler, were in that
group, and they were given the honour of breaking the ground
for the foundation. It took nearly four years to complete
the erection of the hospital. The hospital was formally
opened and dedicated as the Mrs. William Butler Memorial
Hospital on July 28, 1910. A trained nurse, Miss Daw, came
In December of 1909 to help Dr. Allen. Dr. Allen continued
her work until 1913 when she went on furlough and Dr. Ethel
M. Laybourne came to take her place. Miss Hunan returned
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from her furlough hut was sent to the Holar Hospital * The
vacancy was f illed by Miss Ida C. Haney who- remained for the
next three years.
In 1915, the first class of nurses was graduated.
Eight girls received Diplomas in Kurslng and one In Compound
ing, In January, 1917, Dr. Laybourne went on furlough, and
the hospital remained closed until July of that year when Dr.
Phoebe Ferris took charge. In July of 1920, Miss Alice Har
ris, an American nurse, joined Dr. Ferris, in February, 1921,
Dr. Laybourne returned and worked with Dr. Ferris until Au
gust at which time she was transferred to Hadlad to work with
Dr. Corpron. In 1922, Miss Harris was transferred to the
Horth India Conference, and Dr. Ferris returned on furlough,
leaving the hospital and its work in the hands of Dr. Lay
bourne and Dr. Mary Ketring, and Miss M. L, Precise, a newly
arrived graduate nurse. Dr. Ketring stayed on only five
months. Then Dr. Laybourne went on furlough in September,
19245, leaving the work in charge of Miss Precise. Dr. Ferris
returned in January 1924 in answer to a cable, in December
1924, Miss Mary L, Hannah, a graduate nurse, arrived. Until
1928, two .graduate nurses and one doctor carried on the work.
In 1928, Miss Precise went on furlough, and in 1929 Dr. Ferris
and Miss Hannah went on furlough. In 1929, Dr. Loal E. Huff
man returned from furlough to the Horth India Conference,
but thu need of a doctor in Baroda was urgent and she was
sent to Baroda and later formally transferred to Gujarat.
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Of the call of Christ and for His sake, humanity*� need,
since "God hath made of one blood all nations of the earth" �
Since then Dr. Huffman, Miss Precise, Miss Hannah and a
staff of Indian nurses hare carried on the work. In 1941,
Miss Hannah went on furlough and did not return. Dr. Huff
man, Miss Precise and Dr. Kamale (an Indian Lady Doctor),
and Miss Overby, who arrived this year (1945), and a staff of
Indian nurses are carrying on a very praiseworthy work.
Since its beginning in 1910, the Mrs. a/illlam Butler
Memorial Hospital has been rendering a very precious help to
wives and children of the village workers and Christians.
It can be safely said that most of the children of the pastors
and preachers of the Gujarat Conference have been born in this
hospital. From its beginning it has been a Zenana Hospital,
but under special circumstances men have been treated as out
patients. The Christian community In Baroda, including the
hostels, derive benefit of this hospital, in years past, the
doctor visited Godhra once a week. Even now, she goes to
Godhra for the Annual physical examinations of the boys and
girls for innooulations, injections, and vaccinations.
The Thoburn Memorial Hospital, Until just recently
this hospital was known as the Hadlad Thoburn Memorial Hos
pital, Now it is known as the Hadlad Methodist Hospital,
Because of the large hostel and the Industrial and Primary
Schools, the Christian community in Hadlad was large and a
definite need for a hospital was greatly felt. Dr. George
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Hldrldge was sent to Hadlad from Baroda to help with the med
ical work that had been started by Dr. Ramsing, a Government
Municipal doctor. Dr. Kldridge was sent to Hadlad from Baroda
to help with the medical work that had been started by Dr.
Ramsing., a government Municipal doctor. Dr. Eldridge carried
on the dispensary and medical work for some time. Tejibai
Dhulabhai was one of the early helpers in toe dispensary work.
Dr. Alexander Corpron was stationed at Hadlad as pas
tor of the English Church when he first arrived. He himself
was wavering In his mind as to whether he should continue as
pastor or should find some other way to serve as a doctor.
At that time the Hadlad dispensary was developing fast. A
doctor was in charge of the hospital. In those days the name
of Bishop of J. M. Thoburn was well-known and peopleloved him
dearly. He had visited Gujarat and had baptized hundreds dur
ing the Mass Movement. The bungalow which was built by the
Rev, G, i, Park for a missionary was used as a hospital and
It was named the Thobum Memorial Hospital in memory of Bishop
Thoburn,
Until his retirement in 1934, Dr. Corpron did excep
tionally well in Gujarat. His reputation as a skilled and
successful surgeon was spread far and wide in India, He built
all the quarters for the patients and made the hospital a lead
ing hospital not only In Gujarat, but in India. Mise Wilhel-
mina Cracknell has been associated with this hospital from
its beginning. She is still at her work. Untiring, hard-
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working and devoted, Mies Cracknel1 serves the hospital in
many capaeities. His name, as an indefat iguable worker, is
known wherever the hospital is known, A few years ago, His
Excellency, the Governor of Bombay, Lord Lumley, while tour
ing in Gujarat, visited the hospital in ladlad, Lady Lumley
expressed great joy and satisfaction at the work of the hos
pital, A Kaiser- i-Hind medal was awarded to Miss Cracknell
in appreciation of her services to the Land through the hos
pital.
Before Br, Corpron retired, Dr. H. C, Aldrich had come
to Hadlad, Dr. Aldrich is the son of the Rev. P. C, Aldrich,
PH. D, who was a missionary of the North India Conference and
served for one term as District ^superintendent in Kadiad and
Baroda in the Gujarat Conference,
After Dr. H, C, Aldrich had taken charge of the hospi
tal, Dr. R. K. Parmar, and Indian Doctor, was employed in the
hospital.
In recent years among the new developments of the
hospital has been the school for Laboratory Technicians which
was in charge of Miss Hannah Gallagher, a medical Technologist,
The school was closed In 1945,
CHAPTER VII
THE NATIVE STATES
Ta� Methodist Episcopal Church in Gujarat had its be
ginning in the City of Baroda, th� capital of Baroda State.
Prom its beginning th� work in this Sative State progressed,
and later on the work was extended to such places as Dabhoi,
Padra, Savli, Sandasal, and this work was organised Into Cir
cuits. The work in Balaslnor State was opened soon after
the work in" Baroda State. It was not until after 1918 that
the Gospel was carried into Bar!a, Jambughoda, Lunawada,
Sant Rampur, Shlvrajpur, Bhamarla and Chhota Udepur States.
Br. R. D� Blsbee. in his first report as District
Superintendent of th� newly formed Godhra District, read in
his report to the 2oth session of the Conference on December
SIst, 1920 that!
"Many of th� Thakores and Princes had absolute
control over their villages and States and allow only
those they please to come and live in their villages.
As these Thakores are non-Christians, in years gone
by, our evangelists have not been allowed to enter
some of the States and whenever we have attempted to
do so, persecution has been the result. So there are
many villages in which th� Gospel has never beenpreached,"�
The real chapter of the work of the Methodist Church
in the Native States of Gujarat begins with Dabhoi, a town
in the Baroda State, It is about twenty miles from Baroda
City, and is now reached by the Maharaja Gaekwar' s own rail-
58 1M Bombay Annual Conference Journal. 1920, p, 308,
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way. It Is a town of about 40,000 population, the majority
of whom are Muhammadans. Miss Helen 1. Robinson, writes in
her report in 1012 that "the people there are most friendly
and come and ask question� which lead to inquiry concerning
faith,&9
iDabhoi was truly epeaklng a "Home Mission* of the
Baroda Church. The Baroda Church as been a mother church
of many circuits and Churches. In th� time of the Rev, Henry
Marottamdas efforts were made to make the Church self- sup
porting* And th� Church did reach the place where it was pay
ing to him Rs, 65/- per month. However, It must be frankly
admitted that trier� were many Missionaries and their liberal
giving mad� the total coll action of the Church appear large.
The Rev, Vir jibhai Khojabhai succeeded th� Rev. Henrybhai at
Baroda in 1920, when he became the pastor of the Baroda Church.
It was during the meeting of th� Board of Steward� (now
called the Official Board) that Miss S. M� Rocs, one of the
members, presented the vision of the Church in Baroda branch
ing out to work in the surrounding villages, She threw out
a challenge and a call. The Board of Stewards, at the sug
gestion of th� pastor, Investigated the matter and th�
collections of th� Missionaries and Indians were divided,
and a fund for Missionary Extension was established with
Miss E. M. Chilson appointed as Treasurer of those collections;
59 Bombay aoman's Conference Journal, 1912, p. 36.
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and it was through her that money was paid towards the support
of the work In Dabhol. ��hen the collections were divided,
it was revealed that out of the collections from the Indians
only Rs ,43/-per month could be paid as salary to the Pastor,
However, even though the Hev. Vlrjibhai saw that it meant a
net loss of RB.22/-per month, he willingly made that sacrifice
in order that the heathen people in and around Dabhol might
be evangelized. Later on, he worked so effectively and cour
ageously that the collections of the Baroda Church increased
tremendously and when he left, after a pastorate of five years,
he was being paid Be . 82-8-0 per month from the collections
from the Indian Christians. It was during his effective pas
torate at Baroda that the Rev. Tulsl Govindbhai, the Rev. P.
K. Dass, The Rev. R. B. Desal, the Rev. Jacob D, Merchant,
and the writer, who were students at the High School decided
for the Ministry.
In Dabhol our work was done among the "KaliparaJ" oastes-
Tadvl and Dhanka being sub-castes of that group, They are
aboriginals. The first evangelist stationed in Dabhol was
Chunlalal Hargovind and his wife Dolibai. They had worked
among the Bhils towards the Barla side with the Rev* W. �.
Bancroft, and so were experienced people to work among these
new converts near Dabhol. His full support came from the
Baroda Church, Chunllal Hargovind was a convert from the
Bhat caste, a sub- caste of the Brahmin caste of Kathlal, In
Chare tar. He was baptized by the Rev. W. �, Bancroft, and
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the latter became his god-father. Rev* Bancroft trained and
educated Chunilalbhai and used him in the evangelistic work.
Chunilalbhai sold gospels at th� railway station and preached
in the surrounding villages. For a few years there were no
conversions because th� Mission had adopted the policy of
starting the work among the clean castes and for the same rea
son Chunllal Qargovind who was converted from that oast� was
sent there. But th� Christian Influence was spreading like
leaven in the hearts and minds of the people. Later on th�
policy was revised and th� Church placed any efficient prea
cher who could do th� work there.
Sew stations were opened further out from I>abhoi.
Sankheda-Bahadarpur was one of these new stations. The work
there was among the Kabir Panth group of the Tadvis (a clean
sub-caste} * These people are usually very good singers. For
some years the Baroda Church sent preaching and singing bands
there. Then the Rev, Devjl Jethalal, who himself was a very
good singer, was stationed there. Through his personal con
tacts with Chhagan J iva, Guru or "fihagat8 (Elder) of Vag-
hodia of that whole caste, got Interested in Christian ibhajans:
and songs. Devjibhai made intimate friends with Chhagan J Iva
and his wife Hirabal and daughter Chanda who were baptized
on March 17, 1920, h'v the Rev, John Lampard, District Super
intendent. A group of ten other persons were baptized along
with Chaganlal's family. The Rev. Devjlbhai gave Chaganlal
a little training and soon began to use him in the evangel is-
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tic work among his own caste people. The real Mass Movement
then began. Hundreds of men became Christians. The Church
was not able to shepherd and nurture this group in the Chris
tian faith and it is a blur on the history of the Church that
because of this lack many of these people went back to their
original caste and religion.
Jhaverlpura. The work in Dabhol Circuit spread like
wild fire. It took In its grip village after village and
group after group. In Jhaverlpura, near Dabhol, work was
opened. In this village, also, th� Kabir Panth group were
dominant. Among th� first converts one was Hka Bhagat, the
leader of the Kabir Panth group In that section. He gave
voluntary service (unpaid) as an evangelist until his death.
The Mission bought a house there but because of State regu
lations the house could not be registered in the name of the
Mission, and therefore, was eventually sold. But since th�
beginning of the Christian Movement in Jhaverlpura there has
been a mission worker*
Many other stations were eventually opened in Baroda
JambuKhoda State, Th� Christian influence and the
Gospel spread so widely that work was soon opened in Jambughoda
State, In 1917 the lev* Satin Karsinh was stationed to live
and work as the first Christian worker In Jambughoda Itself,
The Rev, Nathubhai was one of the first twelve students of
th� Methodist Boys' High School, and his wife, Rahelbai, was
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one �f th� first three girls with whom th� Baroda Girls'
Boarding School started. Nathubhai rented a house in the
city of Jambughoda and started Christian work among the high
caste people and the aboriginals. There were a few high
caste Hindus from Charotar working as clerks In the Govern
ment offices and also a few high caste Hindu merchants and
traders who started persecution. The Rev. L. S, Linzell and
the Rev. A. A. Parker, having mad� friends with the Thakore-
Saheb of Jambughoda introduced the Rev. Nathubhai and fol
lowing that interview th� persecution ceased,
Th� Rev, John Lampard makes the following statement
In his report in 1917 about the first converts in Jambughoda
State j "Three weeks ago, I had th� joy of baptizing six per
sons of the aboriginal Kayak caste, the first fruits of new
work in the jungles of Jambughoda State. So far as I can
ascertain these are the first Nayaks to receive baptism."60
Again in 1918 at the 27th Session of the Bombay Con
ference the Rev, John Lampard says; "At Jambughoda, one of
our Jungle centers, where work Is carried on among the abori
ginal Nayaks, the Thakore of the State has presented an acre
and a half of land without any cost to the Mission."61
In 1918, Jambughoda Circuit was organized with Lallub-
hai Bhuder as the first preacher in charge. The land received
from the Tahkor� was located at Narukot where a boarding school
for Nayaks and a teacher's house, was built. At th� same time,
60 BSgSffig Coherence Journal, �1917). p. 115.
61 Ibid,, (1918). p. 197.
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work in the village of Duma was started. Three men, converts
from that village, were employed as workers In that circuit.
In those days this work needed much guidance and th� workers
needed much encouragement, therefore the Hev. L, K, Linzell
and the Rev, John Lampard used to camp in these jungles from
January to April,
Chhota Udepur State. The work spread from Dabhol and
from Jambughoda so much so that It crossed from the boundar
ies of Baroda State and Jambughoda Stat� into the territories
of Chhota Udepur State,
Chachak. The village of Chachak was the first in Chhota
Udepur State where our Christian work was begun. This is a
railway junction and also a crossroad, where roads from Jam
bughoda, Chhota Udepur, Dabho 1, Chandod, and other smaller
states and towns cross each other. This station is also on
the boundary line of the states of Jambughoda and Chhota
Udepur, A dispensary was opened in the village by the Rev,
L, �? Linzell and Dr. Makanlal Khanji Parkhill was sent to
run It. He was a graduate of the Mlraj Medical School. Prom
the village of Chachak the work of the village advanced toward
the interior �f the state. At Ilthibor and Jhoj, schools
were opened.
During the special month of evangelism our preachers
go to preach the gospel as far as Amkhot, in Central India,
18 miles from Chhota Udepur,
Barjq State, Th� Mission work In Baria State was opened
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by th� Hev. W. E. Bancroft. Th� first Mission Station in
the State was Pipalia and soon thereafter, AnJan. Buribal
was the first convert in that State. Th� work at Pipalia is
still progressing and promising. Buribal still lives and is
a very earnest, enthusiastic and courageous witness for
Christ. She, and her relatives who later became Christian
through her efforts, never fall to attend District Conference
Quarterly Conference or other religious meetings. In 1981
at the Thirtieth Session of to� Bombay Annual Conference,
Dr. R. D. Blsbee reported* "Barla is th� Capitol of Baria
State in th� Bhil country and has a population of 20,000
people. Evangelist Rumalsing Mavjibhai this year has been
living in this canter, and, though enduring persecution, has
been the mean� of leading many to Christ. The story of hie
being called night after night by the police, and afterwards
his Victory and the leading of over fifty souls to Jesus
reads Ilk� some of the experiences of Paul th� Apostle, fork
ha� also been spread to Shahera and Dunawada, and although
th� work here I� moving more slowly, we are expecting victory
Bombay Annual Conference Journal. 1921, p. 160.
CHAPTER VIII
THE CENTEBARY MOVEMENT
la 1819, fcii� Missionary Society of the Methodist Epis
copal Church first formally organized. So in 1918, the
hundredth anniversary was celebrated in America, and India
was also asked to join with it. On� of the aims of the Cen
tenary in America was to raise and send on� million dollars
to the Foreign Field. For th� Centenary celebrations in
Southern Asia, the Central Conference in 1918 appointed a
commission and asked each Annual Conference to appoint special
ooiaaittees to work with the Central Conference Commission.
At the 27th Session of the Bombay Annual Conference,
a Committee of Rev* A. A* Parker (Chairman) j Rev. R. D. Bls
bee (Executive Secretary); Rev, Arthur Richards; R, N. Duthie;
Rev. Musabhai Karsan, and Miss E* II, Chilson, was appointed.
This was a movement of five years beginning with 1920
and ending in 1924 in Southern Asia, The objectives of the
Centenary for the Bombay Conferenc� were as follows :
1, To double the number of Sunday School scholars.
2, To double th� number of Primary Schools, and
Christian Primary Schools and to raise Is* 10,000
for scholarship endowments.
3. To double the amount then received for pastoral
support, i.e., 20$ increase each year,
4* To organize Tithing Bands in each village and
community where there are Christians,
5. To increase th� Christian eomromity.
These goals were proportionately divided among the Dis
tricts of the Bombay Conference. At that time in Gujarat
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there were three Districts: Ahmedabad, Baroda, and Kathiawar
(this being rewound in 1918), all In the Bombay Conference.
Every District took it seriously and courageously to achieve
th� goals set before it, and every Missionary and Indian
worker got into the spirit of the Centenary and out in this
enterprise their whole mind, soul, and body.
1917 1918 Increase Decrease
Church Membership 22,751 25,187
Baptism 2,219 2,066 153
Sunday School
scholars 15,393 17,837 1,944
Pastoral Support M 9,597 &S. 9,564 33
Total Collections iS.13,445 fts.13,077 Ba 368
Day Schools 136 146 10
Day School Pupil.� 2,769 3,001 1,232
The first year was a terrible year of war. Th� prices
of all articles had tremendously gone highj and therefore,
w� did not gain th� Pastoral Support or Day School pupils.
Influenza was devastating th� country and deaths were in
hundreds. Even then the Church mad� some gains in Church
memberships, Sunday school scholars, and Day Schools. Also
in 1917, there were only two districts. But when in 1918
Ahmedabad was divided into Kathiawar and Ahmedabad, and Bar
oda into Baroda and Godhra, a real and rapid progress �as
made in the following four years in spit� of war and the
aftermath of war. Godhra District was started in 1919, Kath
iawar in 1918.
S^dhra District . At the 26th Session, Dec, 15-19, 1917,
Godhra Prant was created out of Baroda District with ten cir
cuits and Rev, R, D. Blsbee as Circuitdar. At the 27th See-
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sion of the Bombay Annual Conference, held at Baroda Camp,
Dec, 12-17, 1018, under the Joint presidents, Bishop H. C.
Stuntz, D. D., and Bishop J. ii� Robinson, D, D. , it was felt
that Baroda District was very extensive and needed division
for better supervision and in order that special attention
be given to the work in the Native States. So the Godhra
District was formed with the Rev. R. D. Blsbee as its first
Superintendent, Godhra being his headquarters. In his first
report, Dr. Blsbee writes that "The first of the year, a
Government Agent came to Godhra and because of his sympathy
with Mission and Christian work, the Missionary has had a
chance to meet nearly all the Thakores and Princes, and the
result is that there has been no persecution. I am convinced
that, when Christianity is understood, there will not only
be no persecution, but we will be greatly aided by the Thak
ores who have control of these petty states,'63
Among the several resolutions passed by the Bombay
Annual Conference In 1918, th� following about famine and
influenze explains the causes of failure in not "going for
ward" in the first years of the movement!
� tne effeot of the war, the exist enc� of th�
famine (second after 1899-1900) and the grave appre
hension of cholera, because of drought, threaten to
make the year 1919 one of the most distressing in the
Bombay Presidency, within the experience of our oldest
Missionaries on the field ...
Lack of rains since last June in 39 out of 40
districts in India, has already caused a serious short
age of food, by reducing the early harvest of this
year.
63 Bombay Conference Journal, (1920) p. 308.
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The later rain� nave utterly failed In the
areas, wherein our work is carried in the Bombay
Conference ... no rain la possible until June,
1019, and there can be no harvest until August,
1019.
Influenza, which has ravaged India, has en
feebled the multitudes who must now face starva
tion or scanty food supplies.6*
The Centenary Committee on investigation at th� end
of 1919 mad� the following comments in its report to the Bom
bay Conference at Poona, Deo* 31, 1919 to Jan. 5, 1980s
The Centenary Committee on investigation has
found out, that each District has been fully organ
ised with live, wide-awake Chairmen for every Com
mittee, and with the help of those who have come
fresh from America our work will be greatly en
couraged. There Is no reason why the year of 1920
should not be the year of Victory. We thank th�
Lord for the blessing of the past jeer. We thank
God for the hundreds of consecrated men and women who
have gained largely, so that the work may be advanced.
We may look forward to the year 1920 with great con
fidence, knowing that it is His will that all men
should know of the Coming of the Meseias. �
Very encouraging progress was made in the year 1919
In spite of famine, cholera, and influence. The figures show
an increase of 1,476 in Church Membership; of 879 in Bap
tisms, 1851 in Sunday School scholars; of Hs, 226 in Pastoral
Support, of Bs.2,167 in total collections; of 26 day schools;
of 826 pupils in day schools.
In 1921, Dec. 10-17, the Bombay Annual Conference was
held at Poona. The Centenary Committee made a very encoura
ging report to that 30th session of the 4th year of the Cen-
Bombay Annual Conference Journal. 1918, p. 246.
Ibid. . 1920, p. 348.
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tenary movement, ana then made ten recommendations for the
coming final year of the movement of which the important
ones were*
1. That special emphasis he laid daring the coming
year on deepening the spiritual life of our Chris
tian Community, especially our students, in Life
service and the Win-one Legion Undertaking*
2, That a recanvass he mad� in all Circuits along all
lines in order to recover any losses, and increase
where possible. Special care needs to toe taken
of all pledges, and each pledge followed up.
At the �lose of the Centenary, the statistics show
that some of the goals laid down had been more than achieved,




























FORMATION OF GUJARAT CONFERENCE
At the thirtieth session of the Bombay Annual Con
ference held in Poona December 10-18, 1921, Bishop J. W,
Robinson, presiding, the Marathi and Gujarat! Sections met
separately in preparation for the separation of the Gujarat
Conference*
�hen the two groups met In joint session again, Bishop
Robinson called attention to th� fact that the Methodist
Ghuroh occupies a strategic place in India. He then announced
that immediately following the close of the session, the
Gujarat Area would be set aside from the Bombay Conference
into a Language Area to be known as the Gujarat Conference,
Gujarat Conference and jlta Past Relations. In 1873,
Bishop Harris organized the new mission of the Methodist
Episcopal Church and it was known as the Bombay-Bengal Mis
sion and all of India outside of the India Mission Conference
was included in the bounds of this mission. On November 8,
1876, Bishop Andrews organized th� South India Conference in
Bombay with Bombay, Calcutta and Madras as Districts, and
George Bowen, Janes Thoburn, and C. P. Hard were the presi
ding elders. For ten years, the South India Conference con*
timed as on� body. In 1886, th� Bengal Conference was
formed. On December 22, 1892 the Bombay Conference was formed
with the South India Conference retaining the old family name
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and concentrating in its great field below latitude 17, while
the Bombay Conference was allotted the territory extending
from Belgaum to Quetta - a bit growing of India reaching out
above latitude 30, In 1904, the growth of th� work necessi
tated another family division, and th� Godavari District of
the South India Conference, and the Central Mission District
of the Bombay Conference were organized into the Central Pro
vinces Mission Conference, When the Bombay Conference was
organized it started with twenty- five charter members of whom
22 were elders and two deacons, one probationer, and seven
recruits. Remarking on the personnel of th� Bombay Conference,
William S. Bobbins said, "With the work going on as it has
for the past ten years, especially In the Gujarat District,
we are still undermanned i'66
The First Session of the Gujarat Annual Conference.
The first session of the Gujarat Annual Conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church was held at Godhra, December 14-
19, 1922 with Bishop J. ffl. Robinson, Resident Bishop, pre
siding. The first session convened in the girls* normal
school Chapel �
Charter Members, When the roll was called the follow
ing responded: R. D, Blsbee, Punjabhal Bhuder, Kalidas Chun-
Hal, Hanji Devjibhal, Gangpbhai Dhanjl, Yakub Dhanjl, Yusuf
Dhanjl, Musa Dahya, Laxraan Dhula, Ganesfa Gangaram, Dhula
Govind, Asha Jeram, Whalji Kalidas, Musa Karsan, Virji Khojl-
bhal, Hlralal Lalji, John Lampard, L. E. Linzell, Amorsing
66 J. �� Scott, op_, pit,, p. 176.
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Mehraji, Kalidas Whalji, Cbatur Nabba, Madhav Mama, Eliya
Karrottamdas, Henry Narrottamdas, Ishwardas Harsinh, Prab-
hudas Punja, Govind Ramj 1, and L, G, Tempi in. The follow
ing persons were listed as probationers In the Conference j
Dahya Dalpat, Lallu Danabhai, Somehand Dhanjlbhal, Devjl
Jethalal, Klssa Jethabhai, Ashlrwad Kalyandas, Whalji Khandas,
Ulphilas Knberdas, Whalji Laxman, Maganlal Mathur, Khoja Mitha,
Daud Mroar, and Kalyan Ramdas.
Officers of the Confercnoej L. G, Tempi In was elected
secretary with Virji Khojabhai as assistant secretary, and
0, H, Conley, statistical secretary, and R. D. Blsbee, as
treasurer.
Districts, Ihen the Gujarat Annual Conference was or
ganised there were four Districts, Ahmedabad with C, H,
Conley as Superintendent; Baroda District, with L. E, Linzell
as Superintendent; Godhra District with R, D. Blsbee as Super
intendent; and the Kathiawar District with Musa Karsan as
Superintendent ,
Statistics, The total number of Christians at the
time of the organization of the Gujarat Conference was 34,826;
The total baptlama, 4,119; Sunday Schools, 674 with 22,071
pupils in the classes; nine missionary men, and eight mission
ary women, (Board of Missions), and fourteen W, F, M. S,
missionaries. Twenty- seven Indian members of the Annual Con
ference, the total number of Christian workers, 669; total
number of Churches, 20; , the total number of parsonages, 26;
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pastoral support for Indigenous Churches from Asiatics,
Sfc 16,224, from missionaries, B*18,861; raised for Conference
Claimants R& 667; total collections for all purposes Ha 29,062;
number �f boys* In Primary schools, 217; with 4,007 pupils;
total number of girls' schools, 4, with 1,831 pupils.
Bishops. Bishop J. �? Robinson, D.D., was resident
bishop until 1924 when he left on furlough, At the second
session of the Gujarat Annual Conference held at Nadiad, Now-
ember 1923, Bishop Fred Fisher, D, D., presided. In 1924,
Bishop B. T. Badley was appointed Resident Bishop, but Bishop
Frank W. Warne presided over the third session of th� Confer
ence at Baroda, December 1924.
Central District, (low known as Umreth District), the
necessity of creating a new district was felt in 1924 and at
the third session under the chairmanship of Bishop Warne the
Central District was formed with Henry Narottamdas as the
District Superintendent, It consisted of four circuits (or
pastoral charges) � The work in Umreth and surrounding villages
dates back to 1898 when plague broke out In Umreth and Dr.
Hodge with her two assistant nurses, Miss Human and Miss Leroy
did the valuable work of Innoculating the people,
Mr, Prautch worked as a lay missionary in and around
Umreth and he collected many children for the Baroda Schools
In and around that area.
In 1927, Bedwa church was added to the District, In
1929, Ballslnor and Padal Circuits from Godhra District were
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added to th� Central District. In 1931, AngadhI and Kambolaj
Circuits were added. In 1934, Bhalej circuit was added. In
1935, the name of the Central District was changed to Umreth
District.
Kapadwanj District. In 1928, during the chairmanship
of Bishop B. T . Badley, the new District called Kapadwanj was
formed with Musa Karsan as the District Superintendent. The
district consisted of several circuits taken from the Ahmeda
bad District. Thus two districts, Kathiawar and Kapadwanj
were formed out of what was once the Ahmedabad District.
Nadiad District. In 1933, at the twelfth session of
the Gujarat Conference, the Nadiad District was created out
of the Ahmedabad District. Thus, the Nadiad District became
the third child of the Ahmedabad Mother District. The Rev.
Nanjl Devjlbhai was made the first Superintendent of th�
District.
In 1955, at th� fourteenth session of the annual Con
ference, toe Nadiad District was again joined with the Ahmeda-
bad-Kathiawar District.
Ahmedabad-Kathlawar District. At the thirteenth ses
sion of the Gujarat Conference held at Godhra, November 1934,
the Ahmedabad and Kathiawar Districts were joined together
and it was called the Ahmedabad-Kathlawar District with the
Rev. Tulsi Govlndbhai as its superintendent .
At the close of this period, 1935, the last year of




Christian Community 34,826 39,724 4,898
Total Collection Ba� 29,062 Sa 45,014 RsJ5,952
Sunday Schools 674 706 32




This period of two quadrcnla shine out with varied in
teresting new activities and progress in several directions.
This was the period in which Bishop J* w, Pickett, d. D., was
the Resident Bishop of the Gujarat Conference (a part of the
Bombay Area). Bishop �T. W. Pickett was formerly associated
with the study of the Mass Movement in the Andra Besa and
other parts of Northern India. He put a most comprehensive
and informative book, The Mass Movement In India, and later
on, a more compact digest of the materials in the larger
volume was published in his book, Christ 1 s pay to India's
Heart. In these two volumes, Dr. Pickett presents the find*
ings and the recommendations, of his intensive study.
Dr. J . W. Pickett was elected Bishop at the Central
Conference, 1934-35, held at Jubbulpur and was assigned the
Bombay Area, of which the Gujarat Conference of the Methodist
Church is a part*
The Village Educational Service Board* As vsas men
tioned before, the village schools grew out of and along with
the evangelistic work, and met a very urgent need In the build
ing of the Church in the villages as well as in th� cities
where the central schools were founded. These village schools
have more often than not been the "feeders" of th� central
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school a. in the past years most of the teachers were pastor-
teachers, that Is, doing both the work of a preacher and a
teacher. The circuit pastor was the immediate supervisor of
th� schools and the District Superintendent was the Manager.
The Woman's Foreign Missionary Society's village evangelistic
and educational missionary had more or less supervision�!
oversight of the school work. All management and responsi
bility to the Government and Educational authorities were
rested in the District Superintendent. These teachers, most
of them passed th� Gujarat! Seventh Standard. And yet, most
of them were devoted to Christ and His Church and a great deal
of valuable work was accomplished through their labours.
But as the emphasis on efficiency in the schools of
rural India became more pronounced many defects ha our old
system were seen, and it was admitted that corrections needed
to be made. The matter of transfers of the Annual Conference
came at the wrong time of year for the schools; sometimes
large and important schools received very inefficient teach
ers; there was no uniformity in the school management of the
districts; th� burden of full evangelistic and pastoral duties
on the teacher-pastor besides his full-time school work, were
some of the glaring defects.
During 1936 and 1937 these matters were given serious
thought and consideration in the mid-year joint meetings of
the Finance and Field Reference Committees. On August 26,
1937, by a unanimous vote, the proposed "Village Educational
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Service11 was adopted. Th� Village Educational Service Board
is made up of District Superintendents, W� P. M. S� Village
Educational and Evangelistic Missionaries (appointed as
Managers) and the teacher-helpers (School Inspectors). Com
plete power was given to this Board to determine the future
of village education by the Conference and the Field Refer
ence Committees.
With the establishment of the V.E.S, (Village Educa
tional Service), the whole management of the circuit and there
by of the district has been completely changed. The teacher
is a teacher, and Is not supposed to be responsible for the
village as a preacher in charge. As a layman, or as a local
preacher, he may cooperate with the pastor* This has automa
tically resulted in severe loss in Sunday Schools and other
evangelistic activities In the circuit . The whole burden of
evangelistic work now rests upon the shoulders of the Circuit
Pastor, who may be the only preacher or evangelist in the
entire circuit. As the matter now stands, there are more
teachers than evangelists, and thus b.' the creation of the
V.E.S., it is undoubtedly true that the evangelistic work
has suffered greatly and is suffering. "The purpose in estab
lishing the V.E.S. was to improve our village school at to
make available for the educational work those workers best
fitted to teach5 to enlist more trained teachers} to conduct
full session schools; and to try to get larger numbers of
boys and girls through the fourth standard; and �specially
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to try to get more girls into the schools. The stagnation
in the Infant Glass had been appalling."67
The Golden Jubilee of Gujarat Methodism. The first
Gujarat! convert, Karsan Ranohhodbhai, was baptized in Bom
bay on November 11, 1888. November 11, 1938 was celebrated
as the Golden Jubilee Day of Gujarat Methodism. Prepara
tions were made on a large scale for the celebration of this
function. Bishop E. F. Lee, of the Manila South Eastern Asia
Area, and the Rev* C. B. Stuntz, the son of the Rev. Homer
C. Stuntz, who had baptized Karsan Ranohhodbhai, were guests
of the Conference. Chhaganlal Earaandas, the son of the first
convert , and his entire family were present at the celebra
tions. As a part of the program, a procession of 3,000 Chris
tians was carried through the streets of Nadiad. The proces
sion and the celebration of the Golden Jubilee witnessed to
the non-Christians concerning Salvation through Jesus Christ.
Church Building Movement . Another of the important
activities of this period and a matter repeatedly emphasized
by Bishop Pickett was the dire need of places of worship in
the villages. The fact that Churches create a sense of sa-
oredness, a sense of devotion, and a spirit of worship among
the worshippers, and that it has a definite influence on the
character-building and growth in Christian living, was
stressed. Attempts were made in many villages and funds were
67 Christian Education, (published by the Methodist
Church of South' Asia, 194'i, No. I) p. 46.
For the Policy of the V.E.S., see Gujarat Conference
Journal, 1943, p. 60.
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collected for the purpose, and as a consequence, eighteen
churches and chapels have been erected*
Ahmedabad Church. The Gujarat Methodist work at Ahmed
abad dates back to the days when Rev. E, p� Frease conducted
a workers* training class In that city. Along with the class
work, the students were urged to go out for street preaching.
It has already been noted that Maganlal Arabalal and later
Khushal Mithalal were among the first converted and baptized*
When the Rev. Robert Ward was transferred to Ahmedabad, he
bought a field and erected a bungalow on the banks of the
River Sabarmati. That property, however* was sold, and a
recent movement has been to purchase land for the erection
of a Church and Parsonage,
As the city of Ahmedabad grew, the Church grew. Chris
tians from the villages settled there for work in the mills,
schools, and offices - private, government and municipal.
During the pastorate of Rev. Punjabhai Bhuder, the
Church became self-supporting. Th� present pastor, the Rev.
R. B. Desai, was appointed in 1935. Since his arrival, the
matter of the Church building and the erection of the parson
age has been under serious consideration. The Church consti
tuency has contributed liberally each year towards the build
ing fund, and with th� aid of the Bishop, and a generous gift
from Dr. K, Stanley Jones, the community is prepared to begin
the erection of their new Church building.
Adult Literacy. It was in February of 1337, that Dr.
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Frank C. Laubaeh, whose Adult Education and Literacy work in
the Philippine Islands had attracted world-wide attention,
came to India, and �pent ten days in Godhra, guiding a group
in teaching th� grown-ups. Fourteen charts of reading were
prepared. Miss L, F. Austin, and the Rev* Ithiol V* Master
were especially appointed to this Adult Education work.
Again in 1940, fir. Laubaeh visited India, and cam� to
Gujarat and conducted meetings and conferences throughout
the area. A training class was conducted at Ko samba where
most of toe Christian Churches operating in Gujarat cooperated.
Miss Austin and Mr, Master wer� in charge of this Adult Liter
acy program.
Th� Adult Literacy and Education program has steadily
progressed through these years, and according to a survey
made in 1040, 54,1$ of th� men and 78.7$ of the women or an
average of 65*4$ of th� Church membership were found to be
still illiterate*
In 1940, th� Board of Christian Education of th� Guja
rat Conference of th� Methodist Church in Southern Asia vol
untarily offered to cooperate with th� Government of Bombay
in Its Adult Literacy program. Our Society was registered
as a "Body working In the fields of adult education" with
Ithlel V* Master and Miss L. F, Austin a� associate managers.
The registration bears the lo. 1, showing that our Church was
in to� lead in Adult Education work In Gujarat,
Th� chief aim of our Adult Literacy program is to make
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the Christian Church Literate, to give them light and encour
agement, to endues them to read the Bible, to read and sing
Christian songs, and to participate intelligently in Chris
tian worship. It has also been our aim to assist the non-
Christian in achieving a higher standard of social custom and
living.
Separated Christians. It has been one of the features
of this period of Gujarat Methodist history to eradicate, all
unchristian social customs, such as caste distinctions Barau
(the observance of the twelfth day after the decease of a
relative), and Child Marriage, It was almost inevitable that
with the Mass Movement towards Christianity and with the de
pleted staff of missionaries and a small group of untrained
workers that some of these non-Christian customs came over
into the Christian fold,
Co�educational High School, It was at the inspiration
and guidance of Bishop Pickett that the Board of Christian
Education adopted as its pol icy a scheme of co-education for
the two high schools in Baroda. And it is with this scheme
in view that the Hill Memorial High School has been planned
and the funds contributed for the building by the General
Board of Missions,
The Inauguration of the Methodist Church. The last
session of the Gujarat Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church was the eighteenth session held at Baroda November,
1939. It was during the same session that on November 24,
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1939* In the afternoon session, a special service for the
proclamation of the union of the Method1st Episcopal Church,
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and the Methodist
Protestant Church, and the announcement of The Methodist
Church was held.
Copy of the Certificate of Transfer
I, J. Waseom Pickett, do hereby transfer all
retired, supernumerary, and effective elders, all
deacons, and all probationers of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, all missionaries of the Board of
Foreign Missions and the Woman's Foreign Missionary
Society associated therewith; and Organizations,
Boards, Committees, and Commissions, thereof; all
Churches, Circuits, Congregations, members, District
and Quarterly Conferences therein; all schools, hos
pitals, and other institutions, all Church buildings,
parsonages, properties, trusts, endowments and funds
belonging thereto, with all the rights, duties
and privileges of each and all, and without ad
vantage or disadvantage to any, to the Gujarat
Conference of th� Methodist Church,
Signed: J, Waseom Pickett, Bishop,
The Methodist Church,m
The officers of th� first session of th� Gujarat Con
ference of toe Methodist Church were Bishop J. W, Pickett,
M, A,, D. D,, President; L. G. Tempi in, Secretary, Mithalal
Hirabhal, Assistant Secretary; C, H. Conley, Mission Treas
urer; Ithlel V. Master, Statistician; and Mrs. L, M� Parker,
Corresponding Secretary,
y3.sit of Bishop Ghen of China, It was toe unique pri
vilege of toe Gujarat Conference of the Methodist Church to
have a visit from China's distinguished Bishop, Bishop W, X.
Gujarat Conference Journal, 1939, p. 237,
Chen. It was In 1943 while trying to secure passage to
America for the General Conference that he visited Godhra
where the Gujarat Conference was in session. While intro
ducing him to the Conference, Bishop Pickett remarked? "This
is the first time a Chinese Bishop ha� been present In any
conference in India." During the afternoon session Bishop
W. If. Chen was given th� privilege of presiding - the first
tlae that a Conference in India was presided over by a Chin
ese Bishop.
First Indian Resident Bishop. At th� Central Confer
ence held In Lueknow in December 1944, Bishop Brenton T �
Badley retired. On th� authorization of th� General Con
ference, th� Central Conference elected a new Bishop. The
new Bishop was John Abdus Subhan, an Indian. He was a con
vert from Islam, and was the Principal of the School of Islam
ic� at Allghar. This new Bishop was assigned by th� Central
Conference to th� Bombay Area of which the Gujarat Conference
is a part. This is the first time that th� Gujarat Conference




The current decade, under the new episcopal leadership
of Bishop John A. Subhan, Is marked by many important events
In the Christian Church as well as in the political life of
th� country*
As reference has been made In th� early pages of this
history (page 6) to the political struggle of the country for
freedom, gaining of independence and th� inauguration of the
Republic Day, we do not reiterate those events here. But it
should be remembered that this newly-won independence from
the foreign yoke has created new and unprecedented problems
for th� Church and the missions. The immediate reaction
towards the white people as a whole has Its repercussions on
th� Christian community and mission policy.
The Crusade For Christ
The Gujarat Conference launched th� Crusad� For Christ
movement in earnest at the Seventh Session, held at Baroda,
India, November 28 to December 5, 1945. Dr. W. F. Pledger
delivered a special Address on The Crusade For Christ on Che
29th of November 1945. The following excerpts from that
Address show the significance, the challeng� and th� program
of th� same j
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Today, and this next year, as we launch forth in
India the Crusade For Christ, let us literally and
actually go to our knees, and let us once again
recover that indispensable leverage of prayer.
And th� third phase of th� Crusade For Christ Is the
year of Evangelism. The first two phases of the
Crusade have already been accomplished or are now
in process* The first phase was to raise twenty-
five millions of dollars.
The second phase of the Crusade was th� Sunday
School ... And now during th� year of 1946 the
Methodist Churoh will turn its efforts toward
Evangelism. And it is the aim of the Methodist
Church to win one million souls to Christ during
this year ... And coupled with this, yet following
It, is the phase of the Crusade with which stresses
the stewardship of life and money.69
During this Crusade For Christ movement the preaching
bands went touring, holding evangelistic meetings in scores
of churches. Young people were particularly gripped by the
power of to� holy Spirit, dedicated their lives to Christ,
some made committments for specific Christian service.
The Crusade For Christ movement in India had a three-
year program. The first year was given over to "The Inner
Lif� of the Church*, stressing such points as worship, member
ship and leadership. The second year was "The Home of the
Church", and included Its institutional activities such as
schools, colleges, orphanages, leper homes, hospitals and
welfare centres. Th� climax came in the third year ? s obser
vance, the theme being "The Mission of the Church," with
Journal of the Gujarat Annual Conference of the




particular stress on the Church's mission to the Christians
and the Christians' mission to the non-Christian neighbours.
Each quadrennlum the Bishop of the Conference or the
Committee appointed by him, places before the Conference
some objectives or goals for the ensuing quadrennlum, For
the Crusade For Christ campaign our Bishop gave the following
objectives to our Conferences
1, That we give special attention to the cause of
Evangelism through the Month of Evangelism and
all other means to deepen the spiritual lives of
all members of the Christian Community, and to
win all cold, Indifferent, and wayward members to
a new spiritual allegiance to Christ and His Church,
2, That we strive by precept and example for the es
tablishing of Christian homes by eneouragingt
a) regular family worship*
b) attendance- of the family at public worship,
and participation in the Sacraments. A goal
may be set and the question may be asked:
"How many have you won to this goal?"
(c) observance of Sunday as a day of close commun
ion with God,
(d) reading good Christian literature.
(�) observing the Christian Home festival,
3, That by constant teaching and the exertion of sanc
tified community pressure we stress the moral and
spiritual value of Christian Marriage:
(a) to force those living in sin to get married
or to separate,
(b) to double the number of Christian marriages
in the villages,
4, That during the conference year our spiritual min
istrations aim to provide each and every Christian
home in the Conference with the following!
(a) a pastoral visit to the home. A visit without
prayer cannot be called a pastoral visit,
(b) a pastoral prayer in the home, and
(c) a chance for each person to partake of the Holy
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Communion ,
5, That we strive to provide a Christian burial ser
vice for �very Christian who dies.
6. That we adequately prepare and receive Into full
membership at least 10% of those now enrolled as
Probationary Members,
7. That we strengthen our Sunday Schools, and re
cruit at least 50 more Sunday School teachers,
500 more scholars, and organise at least two new
Sunday Schools In each District, and that we im
prove the quality of Sunday School Instruction.
8. That we maintain a high standard of efficiency in
our village schools and increase the enrolment at
least 5$ during the year.
9. That we get into our hostels at least 25 more
Christian children from our villages not served
by a school of the Village Educational Service.
10. That during the Conference year we make literate
at least 600 more Christians.
11. That we enlist the fullest co-operation of our
laymen in city, town, and village, calling them
to deeper consecration and to effective witnessing.
12. That we stress the spiritual basis and values of
Stewardship�a chance to co-operate with God in
providing.-
(a) better moral and financial support for our
city pastors from their congregations, and
(b) more adequate support for village pastors from
the groups themselves.
13. That every non-Christian adult that Is baptised,
be required to denounce liquor j a drunkard, a
gambler, a person living in sin mast not be re
ceived into the Church. 70
The Hill Memorial High School
During this decade the Hill Memorial High School, which
IMS** p. 2.
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had been a long-delayed project of the Conference, was started
and completed. It was originally intended to be a Co-educa
tional school for the boys and girls who are now studying In
two separate schools in that city. It is hoped that this
original plan will be put Into practice as early as is possi-
able*
The United School of Theology
In line with the Church Union plans in Gujarat, our
own Florence B, Nicholson School of Theology was amalgamated
with the Theological schools of other three churches, and the
United School of Theology was founded on the same grounds of
the Methodist Seminary, It has been more successful than the
cooperating and uniting Churches and Missions had anticipated.
Fro some unexplainable reasons the students of the Methodist
denominations are fewer from the beginning than those of
other denominations which are far mailer in number and mem
bership than the Methodist Church,
Nadiad Hospital and Nurses* Home
Another achievement of this decade has been a very sub
stantial structural addition to the existing Nadiad Hospital
in Nadiad* For all these fifty years or more the hospital
was located In a very inconvenient and inadequate old mission
ary bungalow. The new building with its modern equipment and
ventilated large wards and up-to-date operation theatres pro
vide better facilities for work,
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There had always been felt a great need of a nurses'
home for th� nurses to live and �lasses to b� held* Th�
building has now been completed and dedicated a few days ago
by Bishop John Subhan. Her� a mention must be made of the
closing down of the Mrs. William Butler Memorial Hospital for
the women in Baroda. In past years that Hospital had made
a very Important contribution and service to th� Christian
as well as the non-Christian society la that city. But late
ly, due to the inavallabllity of proper woman physicians,
depleted income, increasing government and private medical
facilities la the city, It became almost too much of a burden
on the Conference, The Medical Board recently took action
to discontinue that Hospital as a hospital and to allow It
to run as a Maternity Home.
Indian Lea^grship
In all fairness to the missionaries and to the Mission
policy in India, it should be mentioned that during this de
cade, more than any other time, all the educational Institu
tions in the Conference have Indian men and women as their
heads. This is a great forward step in the history of Gujar
at Conference. It was prevalent In other parts of India but
somehow it was not being practiced in our Conference at least
in educational and medical institutions. The amaaing pro
gress is in the line of giving the responsible high positions
to women. It Is very gratifying that the Church introduced
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this policy before the Government stepped In and compelled
them to do It, I very strongly feel that sooner this policy
finds its way in all areas of our work the better will it be
for the Church in this modern, freedom-conscious, fast-advanc
ing India,
the Advance For Christ
The General Conference of the Methodist Church launched
another Campaign known as the Advance for Christ, in 1948,
Th� Gujarat Conference adopted that program in 1949. In a
combined report of the District Superintendents of th� Gujar
at Conference we find th� following notation regarding its
achievements of one yean
The Advance for Christ and His Church has received
careful attention, 500 prayer pledges have been
signed and reports say that those who have signed are
making all efforts to respect their pledges, Public
and private prayers are offered for the success of
the programme. Our pastors are preaching upon the
themes prepared by our Area Promotional Secretary,
There Is a small committee in each clrouit upon whom
is laid the responsibility to carry out this pro
gramme, a� hope and pray that by our joint efforts
we shall accomplish good results for Christ and
His Church,"*
The total results of the Advance for Christ and His
Church movement could not be evaluated at this period. But
I am afraid instead of advance there will be withdrawal and
retrogression In some phases of our work. Last year there
was a shortage of funds from the United States which caused
Journal of the Gujarat Conference of the Methodist





th� Gujarat Conference to close down nearly 40 schools In
the Conference and about 50 preachers and teachers were dis
continued. The work as a whole has received a death-blow
last year, and it will take some time before the Church will
recuperate from its resultant weakness.
In order to show the picture of these two movements
in the past eight years we give below the important figures









1945 36,589 1*066 437 19,801 Rb.19,231*
1946 36,534 1,335 413 17,765 22,095
1947 35,869 1,028 369 16,022 22,879
1943 36.298 1.002 366 14.303 23,732
Increase 91 4,501
Decrease 64 71 5,498
1949-1952
1949 36,537 824 348 14,675 23,858
19S0 36,985 1,048 348 14,579 26,835
1951 36,729 1,006 344 14,095 26,941
1952 36.768 992 359 14.701 26.959




Total Christ- Baptisms Sunday Pupils Minister-
ians Schools ial Sup-
n , , ,. � �
. port t
36,405 884 317 13,350 Rs�9,763*
�x-Rupee is the currency in India, equivalent to SI cents.
Present rate is Rs. 470 for on� hundred dollars,
CHAPTER XII
CONCLUSION
Gujarat Conference has been, from Its beginning, on�
of the most promising and progressing fields In India Method
ism. In the words of Bishop 8. T. Badley, who was the Bishop
of the Conference for twelve years, writing In 1926, after
his two years of experience of the work In th� Conference,
says ;
Gujarat has furnished toe Methodist Episcopal Church
one of its most fruitful and markedly successful fields
in India. Th� evangel has been widely accepted, the
young people have rallied to the schools, our insti
tutions, educational, medical and industrial have thriv
ed, the ranks of ministry have always been filled, while
progress in the matter of self-support has been most
encouraging. Gujarat is recognised as a typically
successful missionary field.72
Looking over toe accomplishments of th� Methodist Church
in Gujarat for th� past fifty year� we can enumerate the fol
lowing factors, which have been gleaned from th� introduction
by Bishop Badley to the "Beautiful Gujarat" � a booklet pub
lished for toe purpose of cultivating the gifts in the United
States for toe Conference:
1. Gujarat is a compact field, with its fifteen mil
lion people, distributed over a fertile and well developed
country.
2. The cities are well served by the Railway and the
72 Beautiful Gujarat, A presentation of th� Work of
the i>� oman 's Conference, 1926, p. 3.
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villages are accessible.
3. The general level of intelligence of th� people
is high, and reform movements have received a decided impetus.
4, His Highness the Gaekwar of the Baroda Stat� which
formed (previous to India's Independence on August 15, 1947)
an important part of Gujarat, had given his influence to the
introduction of reforms of all kinds, while primary education
throughout the rural areas has been fostered.
5, Th� people of Gujarat are a friendly people, with
a happy disposition, and Interested in moral and religious
matters.
6. The fact that Mahatma Gandhi was a Gujaratl (native
of Gujarat province) with his residence In Ahmedabad (ancient
capital city of the Gujarat Province) had also had its influ
ence in drawing the thoughts of the people to the things that
of
in some partsAndia would receive little attention on the
part of the people as a whole.
7. Our field in Gujarat has been well supplied with
th� workers, and the villages have been frequently visited
by the missionaries and Indian evangelists.
8. The last but not th� least is th� place of th�
spiritual element. Our Church in Gujarat has been served
by not only efficient and devoted missionaries but by spirit
ually-minded missionaries, whose confidence has not been in
human wisdom and effort but in the guidance and power of the
Holy Spirit. The Indian pastors and evangelists have caught
the same spirit, and worked in this same power.
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Having glanced at these glorious factors, we mast now
turn our eyes to the gloomy side of the whole picture. There
are some things which cast a dark shadow on the previous his
tory of our Church in Gujarat, it would be untrue if in clos
ing w� did not enumerate some of the disturbing problems and
difficulties that the Church is facing*
In the same year that Bishop Badley wrote that Intro
duction to the "Beautiful Gujarat", a missionary district
superintendent, reporting at the time of th� annual Conference
session that year, said as follows;
When the work of the Methodist Church in Gujarat was
begun, the missionaries were inexperienced and a large
number of people were baptized who still remained of
the Dhed caste, and brought with them into the Christ
ian Church such old heathen customs as child-marriage,
barma (Feast of the dead on the twelfth day after
aeaiK) , eating of tyrdaj, (carrion), drinking of daru
(liquor), etc. Moreover, they have obeyed the order
of the Dhed leaders rather than the rules of the
Christian Church and have continued to support the
heathen priests, etc. All this has kept the Church
in a state of weakness; it has had little desire and
no power to cleanse itself or bring to Christ a sin-
fle high caste person. Missionaries and many of ourndian fellow-workers had wept and prayed and preach
ed against evils for many long years.73
Besides these problems, there is a problem of factions
and parties In the local churches. The author has yet to see
a church In th� Conference free from strife, parties and fac
tions. Sometimes divisions and parties have resulted from
petty, trivial and insignificant matters. The church polity,
policy and personality play a great part in creating these
formal of th,� Gujarat Conference of the Methodist.
Church in Southern AsIaT Mfth Session, 1926, pTTsWl
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factions and bitterness against each other. Self-interest,
caste feelings and jealousy are rampant in the church tear
ing the members into parties and groups,
The above situation has often resulted into litigation
among the Church members. The history of the Methodist church
has been checkered with court cases against the ministers by
the laymen and vice versa, against the missionaries by the
Indians, against the Church Boards and committees by individ
uals, Also a great many of them are among the families,
As was indicated in the report of the Superintendent
to the Conference the caste discrimination, which was a curse
In the Indian Society in general, has crept in the Church,
In many phases of the Church life the effect and influence
of the Hindu caste system is seen and its evil consequences
felt. It has been found on investigation and study that those
converts who came in the Church as groups or masses are more
caste-minded than those who came In Individually, Bishop J.
W. Pickett who made a study of the Mass Movements In India
made the following observations
Mass Movement converts may import into the Church the
caste Carriers to which they have been accustomed.
Pastors and superintendents quite generally agree
that Mass Movement converts show more feeling cf
caste exoluslveness and hold more tenaciously to un
desirable caste customs than do other converts. In
every area we found an awareness of this danger and
systematic attempt to overcome it, '3
7S J, W. Pickett, ��. olt.. pp. 335-336.
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lb Is very sickening that some of the village Christ
ians still hold on to th� old religious practices, such as
child-marriage, Feast of the Dead, attending the Hindu Feast
or Festival, taking vows in th� nam� of Hindu gods and god
desses, uee of charms, obeying the Brahmin priests, etc.
The Methodist Church Is now in new environment. India
la free. The leadership is rapidly falling into th� hands
of th� Indian people. The Church under th� non-Christian
government, which claims to be secular, must find her place
anew. The protection of the British is no more there. Now
she will have to stand on her own merits. With th� realisa
tion of that fact, w� are glad to see that there has been
awakening among the Christians towards their responsibility
to evangel lee the almost non-Christian land {98 percent of
the population is non-Christian) , there is movement towards
Church union, the strengthening of the National Christian
Council and its increasing influence among the Christians
and in th� political life of the country.
The future of India Methodism is hopeful, Th� sign�
of revival among the Christians is in sight. Recently I had
a letter from a missionary in th� Conference In which he stat
ed that he was extremely happy to see much change in th� spirit
ual life of th� young people. Looking at th� Church both
subjectively and objectively is convinced of the fact that
it needs to recapture the vision of the pioneering mission
aries and native leaders. The writer feels confident that
xos
the Church in India will be able to meet the challenge that
the new India presents,
w0 Lord, revive thy work in the midst of th� years,8'
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